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Center may get liquor license
By Patrick Williams
Starr Writer
A proposal to exempt the
proposed downtown conference
center from the city ordinance
that restricts granting liquor
licenses to businesses on the
Strip will come before the Citv
.
Council Monday night.
Passed in 1982, the original
measure was intended to limit
future Halloween activities by
bar.niul!l new liquor establishments on the South Illinois
Avenue from Grand Avenue to
Walnut Street, according to City
Attorney George Kiriakos.
The current proposal will

alter the ordinance to. ~empt
any hotels or m.otels ~~lt In the
area that contaIn a muumum of
100 rooms and a restaurant:
. The conference center prc?Ject
Includes a 245 room hotel With a
restaurant to be ownf'd by
.
developer Sta~ Hoye.
.In othe~ b~Iness,. the council
~Il begm. diSCUSSIOn .. of the
econometric models - a
gr~p of, ~udget !'lodels for
SOCial SeNtC!! fllndiug created
br a. task force under ~e
direction of former City
Manager Carrol Fry.
The models wer~ ":Jade in
respc?nse to the expiration of a
multi-year grant from the U.S,

Departmenf of Hous~g and
'Urban Development, .which ~ad
be4:n used to fund SOCial sel"Vlce
delivery programs. The HUD
grant had ~rC?vid~ the city with
a~t $1 million thiS fiscal year.
The report examines the
am?unt of money needed to
mll:mt!lin ,those t'rograms,
which mcluue the police and fire
departments, at 100 percent, 75
percent, 50 percent and 35
percent.
. AccC?rding to th.e models, the
City Will have to fmd $816,044 to
maintain all grant funded
programs a~ cu~ent levels:
The council Will also consider
alternatives for saving the brick

paving on North Washington
Street. The council began
seeking ways to restore the
paving at the request of owners
of businesses along the sw.Jet
made at last week's informal
council meeting. The pavement
is endangerM work on a sewer
line.
The alternatives for saving
the brick paving, including
replacing the bricks and
narrowing the street have costs
ranging from $7,000 to $24,000
above the cost of the original
work.
Other measures coming back
from last weeks meeting for
formal action is the Un-

d erg r a d u ate Stu den t
Organization's request that the
$100 food and sundries booth fee

for Halloween be waived

Gus says it's ~:l.sy to get a liquor
license on the Strip when the
City Council is paying for the
joint.

3 Marines

VaiJy

injuredand
1 killed
l;EIRUT (AP) -

'Egyptian
Southern Illinois University

Israeli

~~tileti~~o!d~ft~~eda i.'1~Oo:
frontaCion with Shiite Moslems
celebrating a religious festival
Sunday in the southern
Lebanese city of Nabatiyeh.
State rPodio &..~id seven people
were wounded
In Beirut, small-arms fire and
rocket-propelled
grenades
wounded three U.S. Marines,
the
American
force's
spokesman Maj. Robert Jordan
said. It was the third straight
day that the American contingent of the multinational
force patrolling Beirut was
attacked.
"I believe we have one head
wound, an arm wound and
another minor wound," said
Jordan. Marine riflemen said
they killed five snipers
harassing their positions on
Saturday.
There were conflicting
reports on how Nabatiyeb
confrontat~n started, but
reporters in the city said Shiites
threw rocks and set two Israeli
vehicles ablaze when the
soldiers tried to clear a path to
let a convoy pass.
In Tel Aviv, the Israf.'il
miiitary
command
said
unidentifi·ed assailants attacked
the soldiers with grenades and
light weapons.
"The troops automatically
fired in the direction from
which they were ftred upon, and
several local peop!e were hit,"
said spokeswoman Capt. Irit
Atzmon.
She said there were no Israeli
soldier casualties, although
reports in Lebanon said some
were wounded, including one
stabbed with a sword of the type
used in the Sl...lite rellgiQus
ceremony.
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Nature prison site
proposal dropped
By Anne Flasza
Staff Writer

Staff Photo by Neville Loberg
Quinn Price. 'l junior in aviation technology, rappels from the
Shelter One Cliff in Giant City State Park.
Reports conflicted on the
number of Lebanese wounded.
State-run Beirut radio put the
!lumber at seven, and another
Lebanese report estimated 10 to
15 people hurt. One Lebanese
report said one of the victims
later di~, but that could rot
immediately be confirmed.
The government-run radio
said Israeli reinforcements took
up rooftop positions after the
confrontation and imposed a
curfew in order for Israeli

soldiers to search for those who
attacked the convoy.
Nabatiyeh is part of Isr"ielioccupied southern Lebanon,
which the Israelis have controlled since invading June 1982
in a drive against Palestinian
guerrillas.
The shooting occurred as tens
of thousands of Shiites
celebrated Ashura, a Moslem
holiday commemorating the
death of one of their holiest
martyrs.

Negative community reaction
has forced the state to drop the
SIU-C Touch of Nature Environmental Center from a list
of possible emergency prison
sites, Gov. James R. Thompson
has anno'IDced.
Thomp&on said that although
the state correctional system
ha-3 been operating under
"crisis" conditi.)ns, the state
will not convert facilities for
correctional use against
community opposition.
The governor made the announcement la te Thursday.
Talks between the state
Department of Corrections and
the University administration
h:td broken off before the announcement
was
made,
Clarence Dougherty, vice
president for campus services
said.
"We felt that it would not be in
the best interest of the
University or the surrounding
area to pursue the plan,"
Dougherty said. He said the
University's position was
conveyed to the DOC.
Dougherty said the latest
action will end University involvement in the matter, at
least for the present time.

"We have nothing else of a
similar nature that's taking
place right now," Dougherty
said.
Phil Lindberg, Qirc;;tor of
Touch of Nature deci;ned to
comment on the governa~'s
decision.
Lindberg said other types of
cooperat~ve programs th.:t
Touch of Nature has with the
DOC will continue.
This is the second time in two
weeks the state has called off
~~~~
proposed for the
On Oct. 7 the governor called
off a D'JC plan to convert the
Baptist Student Center into a
minimum-security prison work
camp.
Thompson'" announcem£'nt
regarding the P,aptist Student
Center came after community
reaction became evident. The
city of Carbondale and campus
groups were involved in a major

::an:'

~~~~it~ea~:~~~ ~e &~Or;~
The idea for the Touch of
Nature plan originally came up
during converstations between
Micheal Lane, director of the
Department of Corrections and
the administratirn when the
DOC was pursuing possible
emergency prison sites.

Aircraft debris is moved to airport
By John Racine
Staff Writer
Officals Saturday began
moving tagged pieces of the Air
Illinois plant' that crashed near
Pinckneyville late Tuesday to
hangars at the Southern lllinois
Airport near carbondale.
According to Bob Watson,
assistant team leader with the
National Transportation Safety
Board, the process of tagging
the scattered debris of the 44passenger plane, in which 10
people dii!9, was completed late
l1.&st week.
"We've staked off the area
and we know what the scatter
pattern of the plane was and
now we have to remove the
parts," Watson said. "That
should take only a ratter of

.

daiS,"
Watson said it is still "too
eady to specuiate" on what
may have caused the crash.
"Wt" try to treat each accident
as an individual case. We don't
like to jump to conclusions," he
said.
Watson said that total
reconstruction of the twinengine Hawker Siddeley 748
w'YIlId not he necessary. "At
best we'D be putting together
limited parts and sections of the
plane," he said.
Among those parts that could
be reassembled, Watson saia
the electronics systems .:ould be
included.
Allan Broom, it representative of Rolls Royce, makers of
the plane's engines, was also on
the scene late last week and will

be a part of the 12-member
investigating team at least
through the end of the week.
"I nave been fairly happy
with what we've found thus
Jar," Broom said in reference to
the plane's two engines. "From
all the indicators that we've
found, the engines were rotating
all the way (through the
flight>," he said.
The term "rotating," he
explained, meant that the
engines were still capable of
o~rating.

''ThesE' rJ.q!les and so many
other (commuter) planes have
this type of engine that will
operate witholtt electrical
power," Broom said.
Although the engines, both of
which had recently undergone
regular maintenanee, were

found to have "nothing abnormal" about them, he
declined to speculate on
whether electrical problems
reported by the crew following
take off from the Springfield
airport bad any connection with
a possible engine failure.
Flighi 710 pilOi, Capt. Lester
SmiUl contacted the tower at
Capitol Airport ill Springfield

~:~lf a~dOtolditb~!:iS Ut!r~~

had electrical problems. He
requested and got permission to
fly at 3,000 feet. The plane
crashed shortly after 9 p.m.
NTSB investigators had
hoped Ulat the contents of flight
VOICP. and data recorders would
provide some revelation into the
cause of t~ crash but said late
last We8. that the quality of the

magnetic tapes made it difficult
to make any prelimina"y
determination of the accident's
cause.
One t)ffical has expressed
some concern that the same
electrical problems that were
reported shortly ailer takeoff
may have affecU:ci the quality of
the tapes,
According to Ron Schleede,
chief investigator with the
NTSB, the investigation of the
crash sh"uld continufl through
the end of this week.
In
anOLJIt:L',
related
development, Air Illinois
President Roger Street on
Friday released a statemeat
thanking all organizations and
individuals who assisted duriDg
the crash of Flight 710.

News Roundup-.,l-.l~'

Adtninistrators reDlemhered
friends alld professionals

--.

as

By John Racine
Staff Writer

Two Rehabilitation Institute
administrators were remembered
as
having
been
"dedicated and committed
pr()fessionals" as well as
"friends" at a combined
memarial service in Shryock
AudiWrium Sunday.
Four long-time friends and
associates spoke of the two Richard Baker, professor and
Coordinator of Rehabilitation
Administration and Services at
the Institute, and JeromE!
Lorenz, director of th~
Rehabilitation Institute - in a
3O-minute ceremony.
"He pulled the potential out of
other people," Tom capshaw, a
. law judge for health and human
services in Evansville, Ind.,
who worked with both the
".leceased men for nine years.
Capshaw said of Lorenz, "He
forced them to do their best. I
know because many times be
hf>l~ me."
"Jerome was a
true
Renaissance man. in the

broadest stonse of the word," he
added.
Horace Sawyer, chairman of
. the
Department
of
Rehabilitation COuiJseJing at the
University of Florida and a
former faculty member at SIUC, praised the works of the two
men.
. "It's not always the things
that you do in life that count, but
it is the measure of those things
that you do that do count," he
said.
"They were always ready and
willing to aid others," he continued. "I once told Dick
(Baker) that the only thing
larger than his heart was his
ego."
"All I can do today is return
part of the gift that they gave

~:;~ t!U.fi::e :~i ~'!ud~:fi

them that we had some great
times together, and that we
didn't always agree but you
wouldn't have wanted me too
and that I loved you all as
friends."
Guy Renzaglia, former
Reha bili ta tion Ins titu te

Kissinger optimistic after tour

director, proclaimed that "we
/,ere today are the victims of
this plane crash. Whatever
dimension they are in right now
I am sure tha~ they have been
assigned the 'R.sk of impr'Jving
life for those around them."
"Their legacy and tradition
will long be cherished," he said.
"We can't ignore the legacy
that they have left us. We must
continue in the same spo. ,t and
manner that they would have."
Samuel Goldman, dean f)f the
College of Human Resources,
said "both men were deeply
devoted to the University. Their
own reputations brought much
f2me and stature to SIU-C."
"They have touched our live'S,
tile community has been
touched by them as has the
University," he said.
The ceremony, attended by
about 420 people, was opened by .
Harry Allan Jr., a professor at
the Rehabilitation Institute,
with a word of prayer and a
reading fro~ scnpbU"e.

Group opens Reagan campaign
friend who will become general
~chief of staff James Baker said.
chairman of the Reagan-Bush
WASHINGTON - Lacking
"I'm 100 percent convinced '84 committee, will deposit with
only a formal declaration from the president will be a can- the Federal Election Comtheir candidate but working didate for re-election," said mission
the
documents
,with his blessing, President 'Edward
Rollins,
the establishing the committee and
Reagan's advisers are filing
making Reagan, legally, a
Monday, 1,000 days into his first presidential assistant who has candidate.
term, the documents that been chosen to run the camlegally will make him again a paign.
Acting every bit the canpresidential candidate.
didate, Reagan is using nearly
Two of the president's key
But, said Baker, "in his own every public opportunity to
advisers said Sunday they were mind" the president will not ' draw attention to what he sees
positive the president would consider himseH a candidate as the economic improvements
seek a second term, despite until he makes a formal an- 'of the past three years - a key
Reagan's refusal to make that nouncement ;}f his plans to seek theme to a new campaign ef,de«:laration himseH.
a second term next year.
fort, aides say. On Saturday, he
"He is going to run, and th05e
said in his weekly radio address
who work with him on a day-toOn Monday, Sen. Paul LaxaIt, that "the quality of American
day basis all feel that way," R-~ev.. a longtime Reagan life is improving again."
AsSl>ci:lted Press

~,!~y'..~~~d~~~~~at~n?~~~~. a:.::~~~e'~b"Y

was arrested last Tuesday in Police Department and FairBond County for the robbery of view Heights Police Departabout $7,800 from the University ment. He was charged with two
Bank in Carbondale Sept. 19, ·counts of bank robbery in U.S.
according to carbondale police. District Court in East St. Louis,
Joseph Sims, of Ft. Collins,
He has also been implicated
. fed I
tod
in a bank rr.bbery which ocColo., was m
era cus y curred in Fairview Heights Oct.
Friday under $100,000 bond 8, police said.
after being arrested by officers
from the Federa! Bureau 0 . Investi[l!llon

Health News•••

BY DR. ROY S. WHITEDoctor of Chiropractic

HEADACHES

AREN'T "NORMAL" ~~---J
Just about everybody gets
a headache once in awhile,
so why should you be unduly
upset if you hoppen to be
suffering from one? If you've
been celebrating with friends
ond eat or imbibe too much.
it certainly would not be
unusual to woke up with a
headache the next day. But
that kind of headache usually
goes away as soon as you're
eating and drinking senSibly
again. and getting enough
'.Ieep. !Jut what about the other
kinds of headache?
Some illnesses. such as flu.
indude headache among the
sumptoms. But if you're in
reasonably good "ealth, you
have a riGht to wonder why
you suffer from headaches. A
resort to aspirin oncl other med-

ication may dull the pain for
awhile, but if the headad,es
persist you should seek treatment. Among the causes of
persistent headache t:re problems with the certical vertebrae. the spinal bones in your
neck. If they are out of alignment, this could couse headaches until you get the treatment you need.

Do you have a q ....tlon?

Writ. or call •••

Floating toxic waste plan debated
PORT LAVACA, Texas (AP) - A proposal before the
federal government to burn toxic waste on floating' incinerators in the Gulf of Mexico is pitting coastal residents
,against chemical companies and the federal government.
Protestors contend the waste-disposal method threatens a
multi-million dollar seafood industry. Chemical company
officials say the incineration is the safest, most efficient way
to get rid of wastes.

Israelis strike over economy move
TEL AVIV, Israel (AP) - Nearly a million Israelis - 70
per'!ent of the workfm'ce - went on strike for two hours
:Sunday to protest government f>Conomic moves that
·threaten to increase the cost of living by 10 percent, union

~ll~~ s:ridllie Histadrut labor federation. The 'union
represents 1 million salaried workers in the public and private
sector.
. Workers from the government, municipal offices state
television and radio and public companies walk ;d off their
jobs, most between 2 and 4 p.m.
Ice floes threaten Soviet ships
MOSCOW (AP) - Massive ice floes have crused and sunk
one Soviet freighter and threaten 45 other vess~ls trapped in
the swiftly freezing East Siberian and Chukchi seas, in wl:at
could become a Soviet shIpping disaster.
News that 50 ships were trapped in the Northern Sea Route
skirting northeast Siberia near the Bering Strait fU"St was
reported last week in the Soviet newspaper Izvestia, which
said grinding iC"~ had already sunk the freighter Nina
Sagaidak, but rescuers from sister ships had saved its crew
and cargo.
The ot'iicial news agency Tass said Sunday that five of the
ships were freed Sunday but said winds hampered further
rescue operations.

IPC may increWle cUlitomer ~ates
DECATUR (AP) - Wmois Power Co.'s cancellation of :t
second nuclear generating unit at Clinton will probably mean
consumer rate increases, a utility official said.
The Decatur-based company announced Saturday that it I
was scrapping a second reactor at the nuclear power station
because demand for electri~ity was lower than when the
project was announced in 197'J!.
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tinues, according to police.
A suspect in the bank robbery
led police on an intense combing
of 20 acres of thick woods off
Route 13 past the ~urdale
Shopping Center, With no
results, Toe suspect was able to
flee on foot when a stolen
vehicle he had planned to use
&_a..A >A sta
.. rt.
~

WASHINGTON (AP) - Former Secretary of State Henry
KiSSinger returned to the United States Sunday, speaking
optimistically of peace . ~t" Central America after a hostile
reception from Nicaragua.
A bipartisan presidential commission headed by Kissinger
capped its six-day, six-nation tour with a nine-hour visit
Saturday to Nicaragua, where it faced massive anti-American
demonstrations and a hostile government reception.

1
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New Icrime 'l'sh to use
By Jennifer Phillips

21 Southern Illinois counties,

Staff Writer

was oJM!ned in May, 1970 ar,d an
addition built in 1976. GonMore work space, expanded sowski sees the University as
services and closer proximity to the reason for the lab's move to
valuable SIU-C resources are Carbondale.
There are a library,
three benefits De Soto State
Crime Lab workers will reap laboratories, trained faculty in
from the lab's move to Car- identification and examination
bondale, planned for sometime who might be helpfql and a law
next year.
school, he explained. Time can
The move is the I?roduct of a be saved by using local exfive-year dis('usslOn by the pertise, as the lab technicians
Illinois D"partment of Law do with the anthropology
Enforcement, said Bob Flet- department when analyzing
cher, OLE public information ages and sexes of human and
officer.
animal bones.
Depending on what new
A proposed merger of the De
Soto and Fairview Heights labs equipment is added, there will
into one "superlab" was be the "capability" of becoming
abandoned under pressure from a full-service crimp lab, GonSouthern Illinos law en- sowski said.
forccment agencies which
CurrenUr, 21 s2rvices are
thought "this move would available, mcluding alcohol and
.,rovide better services to the chemical analysis. drug
police
community
and identification, footwear comcitizens," he said.
parison, latent fingerprint
Because "time periods have processing, photography,
to be flexible," Fletcher said, polygraph examinations,
the most specific date set for the marijuana identificlltion, arson
move is sometime during fiscal residue analysis, blood idenyear 1985.
tification and hair identific~tion
OLE has given building space and comparison.
specifications to Central
After the move. 'n r~r;ices
Mana;~ement Services, which
will be possible. Those will
will search for a building in include handwriting and
Carb'Jndale, he said. Since typewriting examination,
renovation costs are lower than firearms analysis, ink combuilding costs, the department parison and soil and tooimark
comparison.
hopes to avoid ~onstruction.
The move will also create new
Although the lab now has
jobs, a fact which adds to the "very modern equipment,"
lab workers' happiness with the Gonsowski said, more equipmove, said Bob Gonsowski, lab ment will be added to allow for
director. There are now seven more sophisticated techniques.
employees - five forensic Laser fingerprinting, for
scientists, one polygraph example, enables technicians to
examiner and one clerk. Two lift fingerprints from styrofoam
crime field technicians are also cups and plastic"bags. The state
retained by the lab for crime has one of these machines and is
scene processing.
adding four more.
Drug analysis constitutes
Gonsowski speculated that a
minimum of four professional about 50 percent of L';e lab's
positions will be added in the workload, Gonsowski said. The
Carbondale lab.
rest is divided between
The De Soto lab, which serves polygraph exams, the study of

sm resourcesi.J·~

o

Illinois' crinle lab system,
with seven bureaus, was the
first in the nation to receive
accreditation
from
the
American Society of Crime
Laboratory Directors. That

hafrenege~e~~:us~i 1~~~

accreditation are two-fold,
Gonsowski explained.

First, w"!ak points were
discovered while going through
the process, which included an
intense inspection of each lab.
More importantly. however, is
the increased credibility of the
technicians on the \\ .tness
stand.

.) .

L

All technicians testify in
court, presenting their in·
terpretations of physical
evidence from a crime scene.

_

Gonsowski told the following
story as an example of the
crime lab's importance.
In i979, a young woman who
had been painting a swingset
was found floating in a pond by
her children. She had been
stabbed 21 times but drowning
was determined as the cause of
death.

Staff Photo by Neville Loberg
Robert Gonsowski, dlrector of the crime lab in De Soto.

blood and biological fluids,
explosive and arson residue
analysis and studying latent
fingerprints.
Gonsowski decribed forensic
science,
which
involves
examining physical evidence

for crime detection and in·
vestigation, as "an intriguing,
intellectual challenge" where
scientists are "working on a
jigsaw puzzle all the time." The
scientists are recruited from
the fields of biology, physics
and chemistry.

A male
acquaintance,
knowing he would be a suspect
in the case, reported to the
police that he had been mugged
so scratches later found on his
body would be explained.
De Soto crime lab technicians
found the woman's blood and
soil from scene of the stabbing
on the man's pants, the paint on
his body and his hair on her
body.

He was convicted of murder
because of the physical
evidence
presented
by
technicians, Gonsowski said.
"There were no witnesses and
purt:ly circumstantial evidence.
The lab certainly helped decide
the case."

Woods clean-up halted ufttil plan is determined
By Bruce Kirkham

Staff Writer

The reformed Natural Areas
Committee has halted -further
clean·up efforts in Thompson
long·
Woods
until
a
term management program for
the woods can be worked out.
Robert
Mohlenbrock,
professor of botany. and
chairman of the commIttee,
said the management plalJ
should be ready for implementation by Jan. 1. 1984.

The committee Wednesday
authorized
the
removal of honeysuckle already
cut by Physical Plant crews and
still remaining in the woods,
and the removal of dead limbs
directly above trails which are
potentially hazardous to
pedestrians in the woods, according to Mohlenbrock.
No further cutting of'
honeysuckle or brush will take
place until the committee approves
a
long·term
management plan, Mohlen-

brock said.
George Weaver, chairman of
the Department of Forestry,
W.O. Klimstra, director of'
Cooperative Wildlife Research,
and Duane Schroeder of the
Physical Plant inspected
Thompson Wood's
trails
Thursday morning to determine
what limbs will be cut.
Physical Plant crews will not
handle the removal of the dead
limbs. Treebark, a Carbondale
Q

Q

Jugglers
Musicians
Jesters
7th MADRIGAL DINNER DEC. 7·10

ENTERTAINERS
Weare looking for jugglers,
musicians & jesters for the
Madrigal Dinner Dec. 7th-1
Those interested in an aUiditiOll~~
should call 536-3351
Sharon) before
27th. Auditions are Friday, Oct.
289am-12pm.

o

•

firm that specializes in tree
removal, will do the work,
according to Thomas Engram,
Physical Plant director.
John Guyon, vice president
for academic affairs au.) acting
president in the absence of
President Albert Somit, called
for a stop of all brush removal
in the woods Monday, and set up
Wednesday's
committee
reformation meeting to develop
a plan of action for the care of

the woods.
Administration officials had
been under pressure to halt the
~lean-up from students and
faculty who feared that the
removal of undergrowth would
be harmful to the woods in the
long run and would harm
research projects in the woods.
The Natural Areas Com-.
mittee was active on campus
until about five years ago, when
it disbanded because of lack of
activity, Mohlenbrock said.

--Come ski
for yourself
January 2-6, 1984

at Ma/estlc Ski Resort,
Lake Geneva, Wisconsin

$ 165

Inclupes:

-motor coach transportation
-5 days, of nIghts at HIlton Hote:
-skI rental, Instruction

-11ft tickets
-pick-up spots throughout the state
For all the details. call Becky at '·983·
5218. Or send your nome and address to:
Collegiate Tours.
P.O. Box 2195,
Carbondale. IL 62901.

~--------------------~

.
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Touch of Nature site
needed a closer lool~
TliE STORM of outrage from Carbondale residents was so great
OVf'r Ute proposed housing of minimum security prisoners at Ute
8:. ~tist Student Center Utat it has bloW!) away any chance of
establishing a similar facility at SIU·C's Touch of Nature.
While we applaud Gov. James Thompson's willingness to only
proceed wiUt Ute blessing of Ute community, one site should not be
cancelled because of outrage over another. The Touch of Nature site
might have been an acceptable location to the public, because of its
isolation, if it had been given a chance.
The main argument against the Baptist Student Center as a
location was its proximity to campus - nearly on campus. No one
would want to walk Utrough Ute deserted Communications parking
M at night wiUt about 200 convicted crimipals housed next door.
BUT TOUCH OF NATURE is not next door to campus and
prisoners have to be housed somewhere. The state prisons are
overflowing and the pressure must be released.
There were problems, such as the presence of a MeUtodist YouUt
Camp adjacent to Touch of Nature, and Ute DOC should have had
the opportunity to offer solutions to those problems and answer Ute
public's questions concerning Ute location. But they never got Ute
chance. The controversy was over before it started.
According to Michael Lane, Dlinois Department of Corrections
director, the facmty would have been used to house "ultraminimum security" prisoners, such as Utose participating in the
work-release program, House of Glass, in carbondale - prisoners
who have a good chance at rehabilitation.
Touch of Nature is a beautiful place. H there is an environment
suitable for the rehabilitation o! a criminal, Toucn of Nature is it.
It's unfortunate that Ute residents of the area and officials involved
did not take a closer look. In eliminating an undesirable prison, Utey
have eliminated the possibility of a desirable one.
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Bumper is not art
Larry Shute complained in
the Sept. 29 DE that Ute sm
Student Center "suppressed"
his "art" titled "Ode to
Mustang." I am an alumnus of
two universities that seem to
consider bent scrap metal
"art." I drive a Mustang,
however I do not consider a
bumper "rescued ... from a
tangled car" (a 1967 Mustang)

"art," any more than I consider
the $100,000 plus piece of bent
boiler plate sitting in front of the
University of Massachusetts
Fine Arts Center "art."
Perhaps if Mr. Shute had titled
his donation "Ode to Careless
Drunk Driver," it would have a
more relevant meaning. Michael Santer, Alumnus,
Carbondale.
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BA C is just being greedy;
prejudice complaint a ploy

The problem that wiII not go
away. Romance is no substitute
for the truUt. Politicians hide
their greed behind the cloak of
morality.
.
These three phrases seem t6
have noUting in common. But
Utey come to mind when I try
and decipher the political
jargon and rhetoric' that is
being used concerning the
sensitive issue of t"~ USO and
BAC funding.
Even Utough most funds for
Student Organizations have
been I;utback over the years,
due to increasing competition
from more groups, the BAC
seems to Uting it is special and
deserves more money. But
instead of going out and raising
·money like other groups do, it
takes the political route. They
claim foul play.
The ioul play the BAC is
claiming is Utat its funding
hearing last spring was not
taped. Well, neiUter was any
other group, and none of Utem
are crying foul. The BAC is also
insinuating that prejudice was a
factor in its reduced funding.
However $10,000 does not seem
like an act of prejudice.

The fact is, Ute BAC is greedy. .Swinbu"De to be seen as Ute
and if all else fails, they cry black avenger.
"prejudice." Well, Ute USO has
To make my point more clear,
stood firm and refused to give a
dime to the BAC. However, I wish to bring up Illinois Public
Interest
Research Group. Over
certain spineless stUdent
organizations got scared and the past six years,IPIRG's
funding
has been rut by 75
decided that freezing a portion
percent. But does IPIRG crj
~! ~~. allocations was the Uting abaut it'? No. In fact, IPlRG,
Then the honorable Bruce rver Ute past ten years, has
Swinburne decides to enter the gone to tie honorable Swinpicture and gives the BAC burne with several proposals
$1,140 from the Office of Student which would give IPIRG independence from the USO.
Affairs to calm Ute waters.
Why does Swinburne want to
get involved in Utis USO-BAC
dispute and underwrite the
whole function of the USO?
There are Utree answers:
1) He ri'ally cares about Ute
welfare of the students,
especi.llly the members of the
BAC,
2)He wants to get Ute black
vote for his next aUtietic fee
increase, or
3) He wants to gain brownie
points wiUt Gov. Thompson's
Committee on Affirmative
Action.
The last answer seems to be
Ute most probable. It would be
politically advantagous for

However, Swinburne has
rejected those proposals, eiUter
because he does not want to
create any extra work for
himseH (heaven forbid a person
making over $1500 a week would
have to earn it), or he seems to
hate Ute philosophy of IPIRG.
Now you want to talk prejudice.
Please do not misinterpret
this letter. I am not puttine
down Ute BAC. I feel thev are a
needed and well respected body
on campus. However, ! disagree
with Uteir tactic~ t('l elicit more
money from an already overtaxed campus. - Russ Brodie,
Graduate Stlident, Geography.

A very short script concerning preachers
FADE IN. Medium shot of
two male students leaning
against a wall, arms folded.
Both are looking stage right.
First student: "I hate it. I
really do. We're forced to stand
here and listen to that garbage
everyday."
Second student: "Whadd~ ya
mean, forced. You can hang out
somewhere else if you want to.
He's got a right t:l be Utere,
same as you gotta right to be
here."
First student: "I know, I
know, but I just don't like it."
AERIAL SHOT of a crowd
gathered between two large
buildings. Circle clockwise and
zoom in slowly. Some students
are sitting on a grassy knoli.
Others are sitting on a stone
embankment. Many others mill
around Ute speaker.
Zoom to establishing shot of
Ute speaker - 30 years old,
conservatively dressed standing above the crowd on Ute
stone embankment. He paces
up and down Ute wall, sjle8king
lOudfy, but not shOuting. He
constantly raises and shakes a
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Jeff Wilkinson
Associate
Editorial Page Editor

black book as he is speaking.
"JOHN LENNON imagined
no heaven. Now he doesn't have
to imagine what Hell is like.
"You can smoke pot. You can
drink beer down at Ute Strip.
You can fornicate. You can
shoot drugs. You can defame
Ute name of Ute Lord. You can
do whatever you want, but.. ...
Speaker pauses for emphasis.
.....yol!.will burn in heD for it!
That' you can depend on."
CUt to establishing shot of a
young man standing nearby,
dressed in jeans and an Army
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fatigue jacket. His arms are
folded across his chest.
Student: "Can you tell me
why'? Besides just because
s6me old Jew wrote it down and
stuck it in jar and hid it in a
cave'?"
"Why?" Ute speaker asks
rhetOrically as he slowly waves
the book at the student.
"Because God wrote it in Ute
book, son. Because God wrote it
in Ute book."
CUT TO INTERIOR of
nearby building, a classroom.
Two students whisper. The
sound of Ute speaker and Ute
hecklers are muffled, but can
still be heard.
First student: "I'm so
damned bored. I'd rather listen
to Jesus out Utere Utan this
hoser."
Second student: "Yeah, if
we're lucky, this clas" will be
J~ut.s.hort by the Second Coming.
HeD couldil't be any worse."
First student: "Paly if its
eternal trigonometry."
The teacher sto,.- his lecture
and speaks to Ute students.
"Cunningham.
Krueger.

We're trying to conduct a class
here. If you would like to join
the lecturer outside, feel free to
join him."
The students shut up, wait for
the teacher to turn to the blackboard, and flip him off.
OUTSIDE, THE SPEAKER is
heating up. The group of
hecklers is getting larger and
more vocal.
Heckler: "Get outa here, you
jerk!"
Speaker: .....and Ute Lord
says - and Utis is from the book
- 'a man should not lay down
wiUt another man as he would
lay down wiUt a woman.'"
Heckler: "It's physically
impossible. Shut upf"
Speaker: "Homosexuality is
a sin. You will burn in hell for
it."
H~.kl~r: "Why don't you go
lay down with another man and
give us a break, fascist!"
CUT TO FIRST two students.
One still leans on the wall. The
oUter is sitting on a book on Ute
ground, chin in his hands,
.pondering.

First student: "I don't know
which one is the bigger ass,
Preacherman or the leftist
radical."
Second student: "Definitely
the leftist radical, but he's more
entertaining. Every once in a
while he cracks you up."
First student: "Yeah, but
Preacherman is the real joke.
He must dip into the Communion wine too much. Who
would want to expose Utemselves to so much abuse'?"
Second student: "Not him, he
a Fundamentalist. And that's a
dry species, Jack."
First student: "What do they
do for fun?"
Second student: "Your
looking at it."
First student: "What a drag,
let's get out of here before we're
Born Again."
Second student: "Yeah, I'd
hate to spend tJ>e rest of my life
telling peogle how bad Ute" are.
~!r .'~ ave a beer ellow
First

student

"AaaaaaalJl~n. "

Fade to black .

f{~wl'O~der''S'second'co'''ection

sets unique directiion for band
By Liz Myers

Giloort, New Order has finetuned its unique 21st-century
style to. reach the more disco
~ of audience.

Statf Writer

New V.'ave is clearly
becoming passe, but New Order's "Power, Corruption and
Lies" is just plain hot. .
Perhaps this is one of the
year's most eerie albums, but
New Order is definitely formulating new musical trends
for the '80s.
Formerly called Joy Division,
New Order reorganized 2Jter
lead singer Ian Curtis hanged
Nmself, three years ago.

IP.!spite the gloomy lyrics in
cuts including "Ultraviolence"
and "Your Silent Face," the
high-energy drums, synthesizers and keybGards, keep
the songs action-packed and
still cause an urge to dance
among listeners.

CHAMPAIGN (AP) - Earl
Welch is trying to bridge the
chasm between city dwellers
who dine on pheasant and quail
and the sportsmen and conservationists who are worried
about the birds' survival.
Welch has been a hunter since
youth and started raising game
birds a decade ago when
several sportsmen asked him to
stock their fields for fall
shooting and dog meets.
Today, thousands of young
pheasants chuckle in the weeds
Inside netted enclosures at his
rural home southwest of
Champaign.
Welch said that like most
sportsmen, his primary goal is
to make sure thE:re wi!] be flocks
of pheasants and quail in East
Central Illinois fields for
decades to come.
"I just kept getting bigger
and bigger," Welch said, adding
that his flock now numbers
about 2,000 birds.
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Gilbert, 21, and the younBest
member OJ the band, incorporates a classical style into
the group with orgar.5 and
keyboards.

"Movement" New Order's
first attempt to break away
from its previous sound, lacked
any real definition. On the other
Hand, "Power, Corruption and
"Power," or as it's also
Lies" shows a "new" New high-tech, aggressive and quite called, "I Heard You Calling,"
Order, with guitarist Bernard danceable.
is undoubtedly the best cut on
Sumner taking control. He has
the album. It is a haunting
steered the group to new
Stephen Morris sharpens the mixture of fast-paced drum
heights.
LP by executing crafty work and insistent lyrics perdrumwork mixed with the formed by Sumner about
The Britain-based band much-debated drum machine. running away from a persistent
provides a masterful com- Although ther£" has been con- woman.
bination of classical, rock and troversy over the drum
disco music on the latest album. machine's merit in the musical
Rolling Stone magazine
The collection comes complete world, Morris proves that the referred to New Order as "the
with somewhat depressing and real thing combined with the working
man's
Human
bitter lyrics, after the loss of the man-made version can be League." This album proves
group's ex-leader.
mixed professionally with that to be an understatement
sparkling results.
because of the artistry expressed in the LP.
But just because the words
carry a sense of hostility, the
With the added craftmanship
Nr;w Order can't be compared
music that the four-member of bass player Peter He-ok and
band produces is nothing but female keyboardist Gillian to dlly present style of music.

Sportsman works
to give pheasants
and quail !lomes
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lIeadlfucurt€P8
The

most complete stock of natural

foods and vitamins in Southern Illinois

100 West Jackson St.
(Between North IlIilY.lis and thto railroad)

Hwrs: 9:00
SUnday 12

to

to 5:30 NaI.-Sc>t.
5 Pt1cne 549-1741

~ji SO~ FROZEN YOGURT
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In

a cup or cone

All the fun of ice cream-plus the good fI.ings of yogurt
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Natural fruit flavors

This coupon and 194 entitles bearer
to a reg. cup or cone of DANNY-YO

(Coupon Expires12!20/83) .
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-------~--------MEn YOUR PROFESSIONAL TRAVEL CONSULTANTS
& AI~LlNE REPRESENTATIVES

• Ozark • TWA • Air IlIInall • Britt

e United. Delta

Register for FREE

LAS VEGAS TRIP (mustbe21yrs.old)
BORGSMILLER TRAVELS

Sponsored By

Student Centei-Ballroom A
Oct. 12,13,17, 1t, 24, 25, 2i
1:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Refreshments will be served.
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21 North 11th Street, Murphysboro
CALL COLLECT (618) 684-5500

*********************
STUDENT RESIDENT ASSISTANT APPLICATIONS
AVAILABLE OCT. 17 THROUGH DEC. 16
For an initial interview and application forms contact:

AN A.qQRDABU
LOGSPlmER

THAT WlDRIes &
WORKS &
WORKS...
The new Dldl~r 20 DeSigned
and priced for the average
horne-owner With over 13.500

TONY EARLS
Coordinator of Residence Life
1:OO-.t:OOpm Wed., 8:00-11 :30am Fri.

CYNTHIA TOWERS
Coordinator of Residence Life
8:30-Noon Thurs.; 9:00-Noon Fri.

GRINNELL AREA OFFICE
BRUSH TOWERS (453-5711 )
LENTZ AREA OFFICE
THOMPSON POINT (453-2471)

Ibs of constant hydraulic
force. you II cut through the
toughesllogs up to 20" long
The Didier 20 IS bUilt tough to
last tor years Come In today
and find out why more people
choose Didier over any other
hydraulic spllner made

lIow 0_17 '119.00

~~

U.S. South 51 Carbondale
529-5700

21Dili1iiiE•R
1Ib.~~~.~,~""_~,",,,

CATH', DEVERA
Coordinator of Residence Life
9:00-11 :OOam Wed_, Thurs., Fri.
REqUIREMENTS
Jr. standing by the start of employment
2.5G.P.A.

TRUEBLOOD AREA OFFICE
UNIVERSITY PARK (453-3318)
DEADLINES
For conslderatloln for Spring 1984 positions· Nov. 18
For consideration for Fall 1984 posltlons-Dec. 16

NOTE: residents of University Housing contact the Coordinator In your area.
For additional information contact any of the Coordinators.
University Housing Is an Equal Opportunity-Affirmative Action
employer and encourages applications from women, handicapped, and mlnorl
Daily Egyptian. October 11. 1983. Page
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',Cortez' could use morepract-icel~~~
By Terry Levecke
Entertainment Editor
Cali pre Stage in the Communcations Building became a
nautical setting of a humble
home and small wharf on the
Sea of Cortez last weekend. The
sea is rich in marine life enough to support a small
village of fishermen and
possess breathtaking beauty.
This scene was eloquenty
conveyed in the setting and
lighting design by Judith
Cassady, and vhid narration in
Mairon Kleinau's production of
"The Girl of the Sea of Cortez."
The story, presented in interpetivp theater form, centers
around Paloma, a girl who has
an uncanny relationship with
the sea and its creatures.
Fers(lnality conflict grows
between Paloma, played by
Kelly Dixon, and her brother Jo,
played by Adam Fogelson, a
reckless character who only
thinks of the sea as a source of
income.
Poloma was taught the
wonders of the sea, respect for
its sensitive ecosystem, and
love for its creatures by her
father, Jobim, who has since
died.
Jo resents Paloma because
she has turned out more like
Jobim than he. Their father
always spent more time with
Paloma. The sibling conflict
has gone on at a supressed leVel
for years, but crisis occurs
when Jo sees Paloma's secret
diving place, which is a
fisherman's goldmine.
J.>bim showed Paloma the
diving place before he died, and
she feels his consciousness
when she is there.
She has been nuturing a
manta ray back to health there,
and has developed a unique
relationship with the fish. The
fish allows ner to hold onto it,

~~~db~:!:r ~c: o~eg~0:::'

But her secret, enchanted
world is shattered when she is
tricked by her brother into
showing him the place. He
promised never to fish there
but immeditately breaks the
promise as soon as he sees its

Play

GJ?eVleW

rich resources.
Jo becomes ruthless and
greedy after a few days of
neavy fi"hing with his companion Manolo. Jo even attacks
the great maI1ta ray Paloma
has become so close with. But
the manta ray gets its revenge
in the elld, and destroys Jo's
boat.

"The Girl of the Sea of Cortez" would have been impossible to produce in any other
theater form. It required heavy
narration to convey imagery
and dramatic action.
The somewhat difficult
presentation of Paloma's dives
was hand'ed very effectively
with lighf ing and narration.
Dixon's
and
Fogelson's
charac'.erizations were also
convir cing, even though
FogeLc on missed several cues
and was rough in parts of the
dialogue.
Thur:;day's opening night
perfomlance was marred with
missed cues and forgotten lines. •
The premature lighting cue at
the beginning of the performance was an indiction of
what was to come.
Brigid
Corrigan,
who .. " .:
narrated Paloma's actions and • ;?~~'
iMer thouldlts, and Ken Jacobs,
~
who led the audience through
the play, describing Jobim's
/. ~
presence and the natural force
~
of the manta ray, had a
1'"

:;,~~~: ~~~a~~~e~~~'th~~

it was impossible to memorize.
But even with the script in front
of them, they got lost and had to
repeat entrances throughout the
play.
An awkward narrative tool
used in the performance was
the description by the
characters of the very emotions
and actions they were
physically expressing. ThJ".t
narration was definitely IlOt
needed.
The first act was drawn out a
. little too long and could have
been consolidated a little to pick

Staff Photo by Stephen Kennedy

Brigid Corrigan, from left, Kelly Dixon and Ken Jacobs, from the
cast of "The Girl from the Sea of Cortez."
up the dragging pace of the first
act.
Those with the smaller parts,
Tony Arduini as Manolo, and
Becky Ronaghy, as Miranda, Jo
and Pal()ma's mother, had the
adavantage of few~ lines and
seemed well prepared for the

play.
The cast consisted of freshmen, with the exception of
Adam Fogelson, a senior in
speech communication and
Tony Arduni, a graduate
student in speech communication.

Marion playen schedule auditions
The Paradise Alley Players of
the Marion Cultural and Civic
Center wm be holding auditions
for "You Can't Take It With
You" by Moss Hart and George
S. Kaufman at 7 p.m. Monday

BADLANDS
7 &.9pm

$1.50

WEDNESDAY
Sam Pec:kinpah Double Fearure

Bring M, thl Nul
Clteil
" Alfr,I,
7pm
James taan in

and Tuesday, Oct. 24 and 25 at
the Marion Civic Center.
Parts are available for adults
only. The show is being directed
by Debby Pape. Show dates are
Dec. 9 and 10.

THE KILLER ELITE
9:15pm
Both shoWi $2.00
or $1.50 each

..........................

~

Tt:ESDAY
Martin Sheen &.
Sissy Spacek

~

THURSDAY

STUDENT TENANTS
UNfTE
•

Greta Garbo in

anna
cfiri/tie
by
Lanford
Wilson

usa
Th. Landlord-Tenant Union Is seeking out
tenants who have r.nted homes with malor structural
d.fects I. •.. poor sanitary conditions. leaky pipes or
roofs, hazardous electrical hookups, or g.nerally
weak building structur.s. We or. also Interested. In
homes that have been rec.ntly renovated by stiiaents
or are In exec.ptlonally good condition. LTU ;hotographen will be putting togeth.r a sllct~ pfifs.ntatlon
thot will h.lp IIlustrat. the probl.ms ond pitfalls of
renting housing in Carbondal•. All names and addr.....
will be strictly confidential. A landlord cannot Pf4.,.,..~t
a tenant from Inviting our photographers Into their
homes. Please call the undergrod"ate-sfUdent organIzation at 536-3381 and leave your name and phon.. so
that we may contact you for further detail •.
Let's get together and make t(~~etter.

IQ::~~

7&.9pm

$1.50

SUNDAY

(}::,;~;'

•

THE S;PIDERfS
STRATEGEM
7 &. 9pm

$1.50

Student Center
Auditorium

Grad's'plays'draw SRO crowd
By Terry Lr.vecke
Entertainment EdJtor

Play

The production of "The Boat
Has Lights" and "The Oversoul" by English graduate
student Brian K. Edw .. rds
turned out to be a theatrical
event that caught the attentton
of many theater-goers from the
university community.
Quigley Auditorium became
standing-room-only for the
second performances of the two
student
written,directed,and
produced plays Friday night.
The two one-acts offered quite
diverse pr~sentations of the
('entral theme, change.
"The Boat Has Lights" used a
fast-paced dialogue filled with
clever lines and double entendre. Althour.h the Oct. 7
performances were not as tight
or polished, Friday's performances went smoothly and
were very entertaining, and in
"The
Oversoul's"
case,
shocking.
Candida Rose, senior in
theater, was brilliant in her
portrayal of Tory, a housewife
whose biggest interest is the

~~ffee ~~f~:~ lratn t~~tm:::~~~~
The role required a large
volume of fast-,aced, non·
sensical dialogue and hyperactivity as she constantly fiddled with every furnishing
accessory on the set.
Paul WoH, Amior in theater,
played her husband Karl, an
English professor with strong
personal tastes for classic
literature who is wrestling his
ego with a new absurdist poet,
Aahsum, who has just come to
the university.
The comedy comes not only

GRevlev7

from the dialogue, but also from
the characters themselves and
the life roles thl'Y seem to be
stuck in. The play l~hOt'\~ a deep
message about the way people
are, and the w.ay they refuse to
change or see things differently.
The theme may sound simplt"
but it was communicated in .\
unique but subtle way.
For a student production, the
set was extravagant. With
limite<i resources and time, the
set effectively served as a
realistic backyard scene.
The; :audience was cleared
from the auditorium between
plays to assemble a new setting.
Wht'.D the audience returned to
the auditorium, the set was
really changed. Two marines in
full dress greeted the crowd in
the little hallway with a cold
and rigid parade-rest. "Reagan
Youth" and "Suffrage" rnmt1ers
were draped across the curtains. This was only a clue to the
action th&.t was to follow.
"The O\'ersoul" opened with
a dissonant dance backed up by
an original soundtrack. Cher. S.
Lange created the powerful
choreography. The aggressive,
sythesizer-guitar music was
performed by Paul Morseman
and Shaun Mason.
The play's strong performance contained shock
value. The entire cast was clad
in leotards, tights and white
masks, with a blouse or shirt to
help convey the character. The
play dealt with a protester who
rides the conscience of thref'

'60s generation adults who
('ncounter him.
The protester was convincingly played by Patrick
Moran. The prote:!ter carried a
blank sign and claimed, "It'll
never end." What will never
end?, you ask; so did the conformist, played by Michael

~~~ge~~' th~o~~~al, ~~1edtg~

Feminist, played by Mary
DeSalle.
Why, "the Will.' of course the Vietnam War," the
protester said. The protester, no
matter how silly he seemed to
these people, made an impression on them. They found
themselves d~fending their
status in life ')ver their encounter with the protester.
The power of the message
was rooted in the use of a multimedia background that flashed
images of nuclear mushroom
clouds, protests, events and
people of the '60s and films of innight bombings and the dances
performed by Lange, Jimmy
Bentivenga and Candida Rose.
Each character encountered
the protestor individually and
criticized him for what he was
doing, claiming that protesting
was a thing of the past.
The Conformist dismissed the
protester by saying "I did my
part" in the war. He wasn't in
'Nam during the war, but he
was in the service. The Radical
told the protestor there was
other ways of stating opposition
to the establishment now "Protesting is out."

to join your movement if you
don't tell them what you stand
for?" she said, criticizing him
for his blank sign. She
dismissed him because no one
will ever listen to him because
"you don't work."
Each character's encounter
with the protester made a deep
impression on them, because
they all return after work to see
if he's still there. When he
doesn't return all night and
finally shows up the next day,
the Femnist and Conformist
attack and kill hirr. for aU the
anxiety h(! har stirred up in
them.
The set for this play was
creatively designed and constructed by ceramics graduate
student Jor.n Kevern. The set
was simpie - it only required a
bird bath and a benC'h.
Many
peopie
and
organizations i' Jped Edwards
put on the performances.

$1.00 PER PERSON
OPEN 7 DA YS A WEEK
Gat.to open 6,e Show at 7,30

Mon-Thur
Nationollampoon'
:
VACATION
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and

.,(, ~CADDYSHACK
~
4..
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Coming soon

"Halloween
Thrillen plas ...

The Feminist immediately
viewed the protester with
cynicism, laUghing at the sight
of him. "How do you get people

Wisconsin to lIse cau,cus for delegates
MA ,)ISON, Wis. (AP) Primaries open to all voters
have been a tradition in
Wisconsin ever since the early
part of the century, the legacy
of Gov. Robert "Fighting Bob"
La Follette's victory over
political kingmakers and their
caucus system.
But because of a directive
from the Democratic National
Committee, the Wisconsin
Democratic presidential
primary - Ule political testing
ground that helped propel John
F. Kennedy and Jimmy Carter
to the White House - will be
virtually meaningless next
year.
The selection of delegates to
the party's national convention
will rev€rt to caucuses.
The change has Wi"consin
Republicans smiling, and
Democrats fretting.
"I think it stinks; it's a
tragedy," said Attorney

Wews gilnaiysis
General Bronson La Follette, a
grandson of "Fighting Bob."
The attorney general, a
Democr;:t.
battled
the
Democratic !'Iational Committee on the iSSUE: aU the way
to the Supreme Court. "I think
many voters will be so upset
they'll stay home," he said.
The Democratic primary
used to determine which candidate would be supported by
the state's delegation to the
Democratic National Convention. But the party's
National Committee won a
victory in 1980 when the U.S.
Supreme Court ruled that
Wisconsin Democrats could no
longer select their delegates via
the primary as long as the
primary was open to all voters.
Next year the delegates will

~ ~. ~ ~
...•

....

be chosen ·at caucuses, four
days after the April 3 primary.
The Republican primary,
held on the same day as the
Democratic primary, also will
remain open, and as usual will
determine who is supported by
the state's delegation to the
Republi~an convention. The
national Republicans, unlike
Democrats,
haven't
the
challenged the open primary
system,
Republican leaders. while
pubhdy critical of the
Democratic National Committee's
insistence
on
restricting Democratic
balloting to Democrats, seem
gleeful over the prospect of
reaping political benefits.
"It ct:J'tainly is a step toward
ward-heeler politics,' said state
Sen. J.M. "Mac" Davis, RWaukesha.

~
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~
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'~.L\. MONDAY NIGHTS ~

~ L~)' WILL N~ER BE THE SAME ~
~

~
.

. Monday Night Football
.

45C Drafts

~Quarter-Halftime Specials

~~

~

~

.

~

Like you've never seen it before I

A different special after
every touchdown I

CATCH THE ACTION
TJ'S IIG SCRIIN

ON~

AND 5 COLOR TV'S

Q
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'Collversion'of heart' is sought·
by bishops on nuclear war issue

A'''~~ "n."

r'~.;if;~Q~ra.U((
l~

L

In a pastor-al letter issue.i
May 3 on war and peace in the
nuclear age, U.S. Catholic
Bishops called the gov';!rnment's policy on nucleat war
deterrence and the arms race
"morally unacceptable."
But the letter was not meant
to be the last word, saId Bishop
Thomas J. Gumbleton, one of
the five drafters of tile
document.
"We want people to read,
s~.1(!y, reflect and pray over it
and reach their own decision "
he said. "We want to draw the
Catholic community and others
together and become influential
in the public debate, to' shape
the debate and its outcome. We
want a conversion of heart."
Gumbleton, an auxiliary
bishop of Detroit, spoke at the
Ne ....man Center Thursday night
on "Implications of the Peace
PastoraL"
"The nuclear age is an era of
moral as well as physical
danger." the bishops stated
after issuing the letter. "We are
the first generation since
Genesis wi th the power to
virtually
destroy
God's
creation. We cannot remain
silent in the face of such danger.
We are simply trying to live up
to the call of Jesus to be
peacemakers in our time and
situ? lion. "
Gumbleton spoke of the fear
felt by Amencans over the
possibility of a nuclear attack.
He told of studies which show
that American and Soviet
children are grOwing up scared
and bitter because of the
nuclear threat. He expressed
frustration over the $600 billion
spent by countries every vear
for defense and the $268 billion
spent by the U.S. government
on defense while millions of
people remain impoverished.
The U.S. government is
moving quickly into the next
phase of the arms race with
planned deployment of fIrststrike weapons in Europse
which will be able to reach the
Soviet Union in six minutes, he
continued.
"But the Soviets will respond
and try to match us," he said.
''In a crisis, officials will have

I~JS than six minlJtes to make a
might justify use. But it's a real
decision. There will be no time world.
"Can we limit oUl"Selves to
for diplomati<:: exchanges or
letters."
military points only?" GumGumblet-Jn explained the first bleton asked. The bishops
part of the letter, entitled "r(,Plain ·profoundly skeptical
"Peace in \."e Modem World: and don't draw further conReligious Per::~"'ctives and elusionS. The burden of proof is
on those who would choose to
PrinCiples. "
Christians have two options in use such weapons, even in
ach eYing justice, he said. Non- response."
The strategy of deterrence, a
viOlence is one. The theology of
a just war is the other, major factor between U.S. and
providing two important· Soviet relations, is also
principals are met.
discussed in the letter.
Counterpopulation warfare "The deterrence method is to
the destToying of population instill fear and maintain the
centers or other predominantly threat" of nuclear war,
civilian targets - "can never Gtomb!eton said. He said he was
be mjrally justified," Gum- to.d by a government official
blt!tonsaid .. 'We condemned the that "there's no such thing as
. Soviet Union when it shot down the strategy of deterrence
the Korean airliner and called it without the clear intent to use
a barbaric act. But remember the weapons.
Hiroshima, when 100,000 people
The bishops concluded that
died within nice seconds. That use of some weapons system
has to be a barbaric act."
might be morally acceptable
The initiation of nuclear war under present circumstances if
is the second policy choice the de~e~rence strat~gy is kept
denounced by the bishops.
to a mlmmum by rejecting the
"The first-use strategy, with race for nuclear superiority
iactical battlefield weapons, between the U.S. and Soviet
calls for us to begin a nuclear Union and if it is used as a step
war and that can never be toward progressive disarmorally justified," he said. mament.
The third part of the pastoral
"Anyone who chooses to do an
action and can forsee the letter proposes peace poliCies
conseque~es is responsible for Gumbleton continued, and the
it. We can forsee the cor.- fourth part issues a "pastoral
sequences. "
challenge" for peoole to work
The third governmental toward peace.
choice is limited nuclear war.
"We must commit ourselves
Gumbleton said the moral to be o~n to the conversion of
question is different because heart: he said. "It will be a
"we have a right to defend slow process but we think it's a
ourselves so, th~retically, that well-founded approach."

Jewish Student Organization
TONIGHT· 7:00 P.M .• POPCORN SOCIAL
Come and relax, rap, watch the World S~ries
or football game and meet your friends in (I
comfortable atmosphere.

Interfaith Center
913 S. Illinois Ave. (Next
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"Old Style
Open"
Raquetball
Tournament

Wh.re: Egyptian Sport. Cent.r
Old It. 13, Carbondale
Entries Due: October 17. 1983
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Entry F. .: .11 for Member.
.15 for Non·Members.
Entry . . . Includ••: '.Shlrt,
Halpltallty Room,
Old Styie -...
Door Prizes: 1st $100. 2nd $75.
3rd $25.
• c.slo Keyltoonk.
• Guitars .. A _ _ _ •

.........

~.

Old ... '3 Eost (....... IheMaIlI 529·"'55

.p.IMI~.

For more Information, call 529-3272
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Take Charge With ...

. From SIU Employees Credit Union.
No Better Place To Borrow.
No Better Place To Save.

1217 West Main St.
Carbondale, IL
457-3595

sIU

EMPLOYEES

CREDIT UNION

1~

Two New Reasons
To Eat At Ponderosa
FAMILY NIGHT
Monday & Tuesday After 4 P.M.

Chopped

When: October 20·23

N U

A
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SIU Hillel Foundation

Puzzle answers
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By Jennifer Phillips
Staff Writer
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Steak
Value Meal

Ribeye
Steak
Value Mea

$1.99

$2.49

• Includes Baked Potato, Roll with Butler
• Unlimited Salad Bar

LUNCHEON SPECIAL
Monday - Saturday 11 A.M. • 4 P.M.

Chopped
Steak
Value Meal

Ribeye
Steak
Value Meal

$1.99

$2.49

• Includa Baked Potato, RoB with Butter
• Unlimited Salad Bar

In K-Mart Plaza
across
from
University Mall

AI ParriCIpOtrng Sleokhouses.

-----..-;~~mpusBr~efs----------------iHE·'i~TERNATION~\L

MFETI:"o/GS l\-IONDAY: MidAmerica Peace Project, 7:30
p.rd., Saline Room and The
Pro'<!ssional Law Enforcement
Association. 7:30 p.m., Corinth
Room.

THE HILLEl Foundation, an
organization for Jewish people,
wiD have a popcorn social at 7
p.m. Monday at the Interfaith
Center, 913 S. Illinois Ave.
BLACKS INTERESTED in
Business is sponsoring a
business prt'Sentation to be
given by Tom Kubishta of Osco
Dr Jg at 7 p.m. Monday in
Ballroom C.
A DEMONSTRATION on
developments in computerized
automotive testing equipment
will be given by a representative from Allen Testproducts
from 7 to 10 p.m. Monday in the
School of Technical Careers
Automotive Technology
Building L-2, Carterville.

Television Association is
sponoring a presentation to be
given by Bill Shuerman of
Antech Labs on "Audio In Field
Productions" at 7 p.m. Monday
in Communications 1046.

WOMEN'S SERVICES is
forming a support group for
women who have returned to
conege or are planning to
return. Those interested my
contact Mary Finley at 453-3655.
APPLICATIONS
ARE
available for participants in the
Carbondale Clean-up Day,
which is scheduled to begin at 9
a.m. Friday in Turley Park.
Interested persons may can the
Undergraduate Student
Organization at 536-3381.
THE FIFTH seminar in a
series on "The World, its People
and its Resources" will be
presented at 1 p.m. Wednesday
in the Forestry Sciences

Laboratory Conference Room
by Assistant Professor of
animal
industries
Knuri
Clausen.
A PRESENTATION on back
pain will be given by Dr. Kevin
Dorsey from 7 to 8:30 p.m.
Wednesday at Carbondale
Clinic.

A COMMUNICATIONS skill
workshop will be given by
Women's Services from noon to
2 p.m. Wednesday in Quigley
Lounge.
THE WOMEN'S Club will
have a f~n coffee meeting from
10:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. Wednesday at 101 N. Lark Lane.
APPLICATIONS
FOR
housing, tuition and fees
commissioner are available
from the office of the Undergraduate Student
Organization in the Student
Center.

Engineer talks continuing
By Joyce Vonderheide

Staff Writer
After three weeks of contract
negotiations broadcast
engineers at WSIU-TV and
WUSI-TV and University officials have not be able reach
agreement.
Keith Sanders, dean of the
College of Communication and
Fine Arts, declined to comment
except to say that "we are still
talking and have made
progress."
University officials and
representatives of Local 702 Df
the International Brot:'lerhood
of Electrical Workers met last
on Oct. 6, Sanders said. Another
meeting is scheduled for
wednesday.

Sanders said "an agreement
that is beneficial to both parties" was likely to be reached
soon.
rhe 12 members of the
electrical workers union, nine
employed at WSIU-TV and
three employed at WUSI-TV,
have been working without
contracts since late July.
Sanders said negotiations
were not begun sooner because
neither party was in a big hurry
UJ begin.
"Jo Jo and Joyce," a new 10minut~ childrens' segment, did
not begin as scheduled on Oct.
.10. However, Allan Pizzato,
station manager at WSIU-TV,
said this was because equipment that was ordered did not
arrive as scheduled.

generic.
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copies .~~
musrfeed .n
document feeder.

We've moved . , .••
next to Campus McDonald's,

457-2223

815 S. illinois, cartlondale

CUT YOUR
UTILITY
BILLS UP
TO 30% I
THE QUESTION

WHAT CAN
MAGNnlC
INTIRIOR STOIM
WINDOWS DO?
...,. nMU CHI""_ ntAN
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LUNCH SPECIAL

Breakfast on a Biscuit

Real Roast Beef Sandwich

(Egg. ham & cheese on a biscuit)

ONLY

c=J c--:-;

\. 1//

~

~
of DeSoto

867-2549
101 KIM STREET

I

"Thin Sliced - Never Frozen"

Z

~

Lunch Served 10:30 a.m. to 2 p.m.

Coupon ExpiresOd. 23,1983
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ONLY

Breakfast Served 6 a.m. - 10:30 a.m.
Coupon Expires Oct. 2",1983
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BREAKFAST SPECIAL
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2123 Broadway
Cape Girardeau, Mo.
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III.
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Gra:~sroots

;s seeking material· ..
~for campus literary magazine
By ... linda Edmondson
Slaff Writer

The editors of SIU-C's literary
magazine, Grassroots, are
looking for submissions to this
year's issue.
Last year the response was
overwhelming, said Phillip
Graham, an assistant professor
in English and faculty adviser
to Grassroots. Over 400 submissions, including short
stories, drama and poetry were
received.
"We sold more copies in the
first day of sales last year than
the previous issue ever did."said Graham.
The critical response to the
magazine was so favorable, he
said, that they have entered the
1983 issue in a national competition for student literary
magazines.
There is still a demand for the
last issue and the editors anticipate that aU 300 copies
printed will be sold out before
the term's end.
. Even a library in Japan
wants an issue." said Graham.
Graham said the sudden
~u('cess of the magazine has a
Jnt to d.) with the magazine's
/'(", -~lossy format designed to
.. [,ract readers and improve
sales. In the past, "it did not
I:ave the graphic design
sophistil'ation and magazine
qurtlit} that the recent one has,"
t';(r;1i,·~t! Graham." Also, it

changed names aU the time. It they feel inhibited, but that's
was called The Search, then Big what th~ magazine is for,
Muddy, then it changed back whether Its bad or good," said
again to Grassroots. It seemed editor Sue-Ellen Lewis, a
to
lack
continuity."
sophomore studying jourGraham said he believes that nalism, and radio and televison.
Grassroots serves a vital
"Just getting a story read by
function at the University.
other students is a good opThe OOitors of the magazine portunity."
wiU award first, second and
"U Ule stories are bad, we
third place prizes to the sub- don't
go
around
with
missions they judge to be the megaphones saying 'this story
most outstanding. The winners stinks!' - it's all private. "
will be notified after the first added Graham. "There's
edition is published.
nothing to lose but a rejection
"There's always a lot of stuff slip - and aU writers, even the
that could get into the magazine good ones, get iliose."
but doesn't because of s~!'e
Even though many subconsideration or close vot~:' missions will ultimately be
Graham said.
rejected, Graham and the
The editors, seven un- editors encourage students to
dergraduates
and
two send in work iliey feel is at least
~aduates, are aU qualified to worth readinp-.
JUdge a submission, having
studied or written fiction,
The deadlirie for submissions
drama or poetry at some stage, is Nov. 1. AU material must be
he said.
submitted along with a return
Graham himself has had two address, and anyone living offbooks published. Graham said campus must send a selfthe decision what material will addressed, stamped envelope
go in the magazine is a along with their work.
democratic one, "though there
feels confident that
~~a~de~r a lot of arguments," theGraham
response this year will also
Submissions are not limited to be good, but is still appealing
English majors, he eaid. In fact, for submissions.
Graham remarked, most of the
"Mter aU, we're at ilie mercy
submissions in the past were
from students in other depart- of oeople who send material to
us," said Graham. "We're only
ments.
"I know a lot of people are alt good as ilie material we
afraid to turn in stuff because have."

Family Pasta Nights
Mon-Tue-Wed

4-IPM

All You Can Eat

Salad - Soup - Pizza - Palta
Aduh. '2."

within six months or the
surgery. MarshaU said iliat

MEMBER CARBONDALE SENIOR CITIZEN PLAN '

~

, Ie Johns Hopkins Hospital
mr;?t!on said Crowe's body
.t'mpcrature was reduced from
18 6 degrees to 66 degrees. His
.1t'art beat and circulation were
~(lmpletely stopped during the
JI~ration last year.
"He really was not kept alive
011 the machine, as there was no
profusion of blood Ulrough the
body," said Dr. Fray Marshall.
"Crowe was just cooled down
and in a sense was closer to a
~tate of suspended animation."
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Flash Fato
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Roll =olor Print Proc_lntt Done In our Lab.
(Color Negative Film Only. Reprints Not Included)
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CLINIC

ROOM 158. STUDENT RECREATION CENTER
CALL CURTIS MARTELL. 457-8592
FOR MORE INFORMATION

&?=61iJ
Intramural
Recreational

Sports

o

c:: . ;)
Our Service Oepartment is
Havln.lan

UPFBON'r

"rowe of Alexandria, va.
l~ back to full time in ~ job

lUNCH SPECIAl!
"MOSEY ON DOWN
TO

Wheel
Alignment

Tune
Up

Doet your car _m to tum

Did you know that your car
can go 3 to 9 percent farther
on a tank full of gas if your
car is properly tuned? .That·s
right! So get a gas-saving
tune up-for a money-saving
price from our service departmentnow!

corners before you turn the
wh_l? Then stop by our service department for an upfront special. We'll give your
car a front wheel alignment
for a special price!

I'

I·
I
I

n •. 126. 135 Film Siz..
----~-----~---------~~...

Crowe was "criticallly ill"
..vhen taken into surgery on Oct.
•. 1!l82 with kidney, liver and
,·lrl:ul ... don problems and
, revere body swelling. Ma~hall
;1 Crowe's blood was dramed
tDt~' ilie reservoir of a heartlung pump, where it was cooled
and recirculated into the body.

;'CYCLE MA':"NANCE •

·SPBCIAL

__ -: ________ COUPON - - - - - - - - - -
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MONDAY. OCTOBER 17

. Ph. 5049.3800

100 W. Walnut
Carbondal•. It
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(Mast cars)

$14.95
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With Coupon

II

Offer Expires
October 31. 1983
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.. cy!. was $31.50 123.63
6cyl. was $42.75132.06
8 cyl. was $67.00 150.25

I
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I
Offer Expires
__________ ..1I
October 31. 1983
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"

SODAI"·

11.49
FREE DaMIlY

529-4130
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Crowe shows no signs of tumors
today.

"The condition I was about to
faa is extremely common prolong"d death," Crowe said
Tuesday at a news conference.
. I figured anything that might
work was worth ilie chance,"

(4-1"

1700W.

1.:3uspended animation' used in surgery
When faeca wlln the prospect
of being placed in "suspended
animation" for 41 minutes
during rare life-saving cancer
'llrgery, Rom-I·t Crowe said he
'In't hesitatl·.

Chlldren'1."
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ACROSS· I • '63 is6eAcaJ
1 Maple
64 Put back
5 - opera
66 Cream
9 Bum
67 "Woe
14 VIrile
--I"
15 Quechuan
66 Garnishment
Indian
69- - a
16 Drum
hailer
17 Image
70 Behold
worshipers
71 II not
19 Habituate
'-0 Ht)iect
DOWN
21 Fell back
1 Arab VIPs
2 Middy
23 Regular
25 Oozes
3 Skip out
4 Free
26 Dioceses
28 Abates
5 Squat
32 Puts up with
6 Individual
37 Shellfish
7 Tract units
38 Arab robe
8 Glue
39 Fast
91ncraase
41 Judah king
slant
42 Furniture
10 Card game
handler
11 Conjoin
45 Two-sided
12 Learning
48 Undressed:
13SlaV8 51.
Scott
50 Catch
18 Tree
51 Food
22 Electric unit
54 Probations
24 Time period
58 Conciliators 27 Pierce
62 Fruit Jelly
29 Mark

. ..
To day's
.- •. if'

-

puzzle
Puzzle answers
~reonPage8
30 Bear genus
31 Resound
32 Pack
33 Instrument
34 Absterge
35 Over: pref.
36 Alluvium
40 Scoot
43 Peach type
44 Reappraises
48"- Bulba"
47 Billet doulll
49- MOines

52 Loltyhome
53 Attire
55 ..... - - 0 1

water

U

56 Rocks: sun.
57 Tableau
56 Attentionget1111'

St'Chi_wax

60 Otscharged
61 Idiot
65 Napoleonic
marshal

Absent 8 yean,
draft cards are
being issued now

/)1NSK!~,

SeIed &un a ~ wrieIy d

amh=~

WASHINGTON (APr~' The
draft card is back.
Burned by the thousands in
anti·Vietnam War protests, the
cards are being reintroduced
after an absence of eight years
from the American scene.
The new draft· cards are
printed at the bottom of
registration letters sent to
young men who sign up with
Selective Service. They can be
~~~rei~ out and carried in a

International
lashions
University Mall

. The requirement that draft·
eligible men carry the cards
helped focus attention on the
cards during the Vietnam
protest movement, and many
young men sought to show their
defiance by burning the cards.
When registration was
resumed in 1980, officials
decided not to issue cards in the
hope of avoiding similar
protests. Instead, letters were
spot acknowledging that men
had signed up.
Now that youths have to prove
they are rf'gistered with the
Selective Service to be eligible
;:nder the law for federal
student aid and some jobs
programs, Ebel said, the wallet-

~~:vec:i':t

will

\ ., rf

all styles of leotards.

2 HAPPY HOURS

MONDAY
LIVE JAZZ
witll

Gus Pappelis
'Be
John Moulder

t~~~ve mf~:

acknowled~ement

letters,.

Style comes to S.I.O.

Easy to care for hair is more affordable at Hairbenders. Get a new
Hairbenders st),le-shampoo, conditioning, cut and blow s~yling· '/z
price. This offer is good for first-time Hairbenders clients with this ad.
Call today for an appointment and new Hairbenders style,

Men's styles 1.25

Women's styles 8.15

Hairbenders

Hairstyling for Men and Women.
103 So.llllnois Ave.
Carbon'dale •
549·4422
Otlrr good only wirh coupon
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1981 Io'ORD FAIRMONT.
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condition. 15200. 529-0021. 3039Aa47
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~~ n::~a~:;r= . WINNEBAGO MOTOR
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'(,""onls With establiShed credit..

FOR SALE

1980 HONDA CB750K.

Automollll..

Ft:N! FUN! FUN! 1976 Fiat·

~~~~rrfuf~~voeJ:i~eM~~r.n~~1

excellent condition. $3450. 529-4503
&fte!' Gp.m.
2894Aa44
FORD LTD WAGON 1978, all

CC:il:i.· ~~~~~I~e new~
1973 MG MIDGET. En~ fair,
~~ ~Je. needs c1utcb.

2II421!t
!

=.

~~:e ,gw.~~!¥~D~t~

INSURANCE
Low Motorcyclellat. .

B2946Aa45
1979 MERCURY CAPRI. Sporty,
maroon V8-302, automatic, power
steerin, and brakes, aIr, new
~~. excellent conditi~r=i

~':'O~:C l~?~as:t~

stereo, sharp. Call 457-4714 after
5pm.
2967Aa42

~c~~~fE~ ~Brea~8ir~stc~·,

Al\1-FM casselte, '1200. Call after
4pm. 529-5375 or 529-5982. 2968Aa42

AI_

with batb IJUS mobile home P!ld

';7 CAMARO,

LT,

tilt-wheel

~~ ~~~~iJu~ifgw:~u:i:ie:,m~:w
~~~~fi'o;.n~o:~fI:~'J;:te~~m
-~!""'. 52S-4448.

2987Aa48

l'.i4 FORD MAVERICK.

Four
d '~r, automatic, power steering.
~":,., Good c(\ndition.I-893-2895.
2989Aa43

:~~~gie. wurJi~r3: ~:::n~':ft

ALTO PASS.
3 bedroom, 2 bath, fir,eplace. chaia

~:e::.~~t~;:fo·:nl~
:~~'

anytime.

536-7~~:A~

bad

i'i71

PONTIAC

CATALINA.

g·~~:"~~t'&lif.b,&.~m:'I:
Ask for Susan.
3019Aa42
.Ii.

")58 uLD'MOBILE TORNADO.
"u,kl COl\I:lItion one owner, 58,000

7"I~ii~J~atuUnC~~;'~ :nJ
'"

,'.~S. evenings. 529-2899. 3ii38Aa50

;~

, rJ~:iC:'!'d.af:f:m~~t

Fv.;~~~e.~t ~~!n~b)'.!;:'! ~f~. g~~~~.

Goss Property Manag~j1=l'

THREE

CARBONDALE
DISCOUNT
HOUSING. One bedroom furnished apartment, air, absolutely

furnished, rent now for winter
semester. 529-1539.
Z"'..s6BbSO

~~g:~~rr:~~e~Ys:u~g

t~~~~ .tu!rei-'I~Rr51 ~.i~e~~,

2641.

B:!OCI4AH3

SPANISH SOFA" cbair, !~50.

~:'~!eJt~~~~~i
I .

.

.

-

Electronla

COMPLETE CAR STEREO
system. AM-FM di,ital cassette,
100 watt Pyramid power booster,
four speakers, anteena fower

SPEAKERS, TECHNICS PRO
SB7000A, 3-way monitor, very

~O!!e ~¥_~~n, $440.0028~g~1

:: :JTJSTANGIIHATCHBACK, 4

~:::;rr·:i. ~~.tc:=: 312~

~~eefJ:~r.:!~::~asc~=

in-porch plus own well and mvate
lnl.

r ._, :2. IJauy Egyptian, October 17, 191!3

~d45

J~o~!!~~~al, PiC~~P, d~:~~7.'

reasonable prices. Pet supplies

available.Austins·,52IHl~IAh51

~ag~?~S(iSh:!u:!J\Tnr~!\~'
and birds. Also

seG and ~t

;~~~ran's
Bicycle.

.•

54~125

TEAM MIYATA 12 speed. Lite
new 61cm. Frame. Dura-ace
equipped. $800. Call Rick, 529-43045Ai~1
evenmgs.
..

~-"-:405S."""'"

8OOOBa45

3-....roam: 212 Hoepltal Dr.
30'15.........,

ONE " TWO bedrooms furnished,
carpet, no p!!ts. Two bedroom
unfUrnished duplexes, also. 5291735, 457..Q956.
30148&59

If you don't 111i. ~.
coli.
have more
529-1012
52'-3116

406 CIwry Court

.lctS.A.h

w.

COUNTRY PARK MANQR

obU.Hom••

EFF-$l35
l·Bed. $160
9& 12 manth contracts.

3OdCl~~~!~,:!~s also

~~f~l:iW~ 'mscrom~:

~ft waste money, c~9BS:S

AI! with Private Both,
AlC. and Kitchen Fac.
I
led
New y Remode
Slightly higher.
NO Deposit with

CONCERNED ABOUT WINTER
heat in, bills? One bedroom

fs::.m~:. ~I:r!e'~l f:::';~

Located 11,2

A~:~~~_~;:C:it.

SlCURtTYPATROLLID

Now Renting f .... ""II

east

of

• =~.eA~!it~~:w~:t!tllJii
~ring (41,2 month) contracts.

CHIe549-6612.549-30021f~&~

and Spring.

(2 b....':"r:::..pu.l
.1. . . . . .11...

miles

~~~her~ntu:a~~dHI-:'a.!D ~!y~:

1------------.. .

TW

0

BED

E
ROOM COMPL TELY

~~~~~:n:~d ~~J:;p.1~~~~dg:~d

condition. Located in Lakewood

::,a~i~~~1~::g:tb~a~~~ C~~

6612,549-3002 after 5pm. B2724Bc48

FURNISHED
EFFICIENCY
4 Blocks From Campus.

Water, Sewer Included
Carpet~d, Air Condo
549·6610

I'::::L

fR;

2O~

Now a.nllng For F.II

..... ao. toeampu.

I--..-:..o!> 5. Unlvwslty r:J

AKAIGX60010"reeI-to-reeiwltb6
tapes.I-9118-1314after5pm30s1Ag43
..
n

WANTING TO BUILD? Beautiful
Pet. & Supplle.
~~~~~e Hills, Car=,:~ DOG
GROOMINGCAR-

300' OF OHIO River Bluff near
Cave-in-Rock. Illinois t~ped by

3010Bb45
4-WHEEL DELIGHT! VERY
rural, secluded. 2-bedrooms.
App!iances, water, sewer, trasb
ftiriJished. $225. 549-3850'B3034Bb44

'

VERY NICE NEIGHBORHOOD.
New 2 bedroom, appliances,
~rpeted. Tennis courts on comer.
$225-montb. 684-4088, 684-5~Ba4:J

10 ACRES ON 1':7 7 miles from

aV!\i1abr.JI,OOO or best offer. 90
pen:ent fmancitC avaiable at 12
percent over 10 year term. Pboae
549-3002 aftl!f 5~ for arp,oiDtment
to see. ThlSlSa rpiD.
B3oolAdSO

~tbl,2 ~uf~!s~=i1:.oo-month

~o!t~=,w. ~~Tt~e~i-

....2454 457-7941

r4a~~ fro~:§:r~:~cW~~:!;"

UNFURNiSHED ONE BEDROOM
atlartment in bouse. Five n.i1O!&

MURPHYSBORO,
QUIET.
CLEAN, one bedroom, furnished,

COMPUTER TWO DISK drives,
~m~s, Modem, etc. ~~~5

CRAB ORCHARD LAKE. 40 acres,

~OUSE 2-BEDROOM.
WELL
lI'.su.Iated, clean, 2 blocks fmID He.;
. Center. $300. AvaiJabip. Nov. 1st.
457-6166.
2981Bb42

CARTERVILLE
EFFICIENCY
APARTMENTS, furnished, water
paid. $100-month. Immediate
~~~y. Route 13 cross~ta:i

15-84,

BEDROOM :-tOUSE

roc::~~~~0":ren~s~:3te~r ,r~~!

NICE NEWER 2-bedroom 2 or :;
people, furnished, 516 S. Poplar,
beavily insulated, 529-1368.
B2966Ba42

THREE BEDROOM HOUSE for
sale in Greenbriar addition,
Carterville.
down payment.
CalI985-&497 or more det~d45

1::

THREE
BEDROOM,
FURNISHED. Close to campus and new

FOR winter, 2

EHlcl.ncl.. and 1 bedroom opts. No
potts. loundry foclll'I...

ri~ih;-E you can buy J!!4!PS for
: 1 r:"')I,gh the U. S. Govern,,'·nt': (.;~! the facts today! Call
Hl) 7<12,.142 Ext. 8848. 2506Aa41

::{, \';:'I,~1 o'llfr~~~l~~ent
con3041Aa.!5

BE READY

TECHNICS S£.-5, TURNTABLE
with Ortolon cartridge. One .}fear
old, but seldom used. l!50, call 529. 5357 after 4pm.
3015AtM

:xJos~re. ronrra1i~~s. ,~~~.:o~

1!I'li CHEVROLET IMPALA,

JENNY'S ANTIQUES " used

20 minutes from sm. ~~~er, $200. 529-9213'1figl:Ji

f:= possihle at 10¥.. ~~
hod: but runs. Sell for ,150 or best
.)Her. 54!H!tr.2.
3009Aa44

l:i~=~m~""-2468 or 1~s5

MOBILE HOME ROOF coating 5
pilon, $25.00. Uncb!rpilll'ing, $4.99.
Anti-freeze, $3.99. TWCHII'awer ftle
cabinet. $95. Office (.hllir·, '65.

~~~OD~'!.'~~: H~~ 7 ~~!: b'!::

TWO BLOCKS FROM campus,
fully furnished, prefer IJ'dture

:~~~~'p~ 54~ aft~~1

app.liances, water and trasb flD'DIshed. '25Il-montb. Lease. 4575790.
B2767Ba48

::egl~~~~r';:.antiq~~ ~o:~~l~.40. EV~~43

. SEASONED FIREWOOD OAK It:

AYALA INSURANCE
457.4123
__ llstate

and other buildinns, 35 tillable
~[~',47,500. Ca cOII~l~

tires, ,ood motor. ba~, bad
carbo S'IOOo_b.o., JIm
2986Aa45

2 BEDROOM APARTMENT in

~~~~:e. f!rWlo~fd~~:~~Sbe~n:

:f
~~:cL.'i~:eg;d ~T.~;sWW:~
Call 684-4145.
B2971Ba57

Midland Inn Tavern, '0 3 miles.
549-4978.
B2948AfS8

~~7t~. ~:c~er.~ise~~~~!it, ,!!J"

~~raE~~~:';;r"~~~ 1:ii

529-5252 or 529-3866. Division of
Diederich Real Estate. B2811Bb::5

.

" ...... Maine. MoWle Harne
................ &Group

GRIZZLY ADAMS RANCH. 80
aeres, OIl &ood road, 40 tillable; 2
creekS, BPr1NI. cave, bounded over
50 pel'ceDt by forest preserve in

. ONE BEDROOM COTTAGE.
Clean, close to campus. Immediate
~~y. No pets. 54~B~

W~liJ:e.~I~~~:4s806

549-3000

ll0::lAk,

condition. $795. 457-4654, ev~

campus. Will rent to group or

~~. Absolutely no ~C~

'CLEAN, QUIET, ONE bedroo
apartment.
Available
im-

• 75 KAWASAKI 9OOCC, Good MIKelianeous
condition, 13,000 mi, $1200 or best
COLLEGE SWEATSHIRTS!
offer 457-5063.
298SAc43
~~~~ (fn1~-~~~ar\~'!~lb
1976 KAWASAKI, KH-500, ex(kelly)-Nortb Carolina (It. blue)cel1e::tt coDdition, only 6,000 miles,
USC (white)-otbers. '12.50 eacb
$800 o.b.o. 529-2168.
aaAc:44t:~dB~~i'7.xtroo~~~Ti~
1983 HONDA AERO 50. Brand new,
39601. 'l!OD orders call 1-601-835~~~.'ets
1085.
2668Af45
.. SPIDER WEB... BUY and seD

'81 TOYOTA STARLET 32 m p

~~:::ft~n!t~_le::;st se

l

atN. Hwy. 51
Carbondale
or Cal!
II

fiC.fs~~~~~ths. rg,::!SCo~

FOR RENT

Financing A.all
See Doug BUlhur

Vetter

. '~~~~~ires"=~

, 73 AUDl FOX, 32 ~ mfe" Runs,
~~2~ clean, $1 ,a~~~

of Stan) teaches all levels. A!so,

.Apal1ments

12 X 60 3 Bdrm .. avoil. immed
$3995
SALE. HELMETS ¥.. price while
thN last. 1972 350 Yamaha, '175.
~~~m~~, $650. E~~.r.

~:s.on Old Rt. 13 WestB~~

beginners in most other st),les.
including classical. Call Sam
Reevrs, 687-4960.
3049Aneo

12XSO' 2 Bdrm .• tied down.
underpinned. set on
spacious lot.
$2995

noon for C8ncellatloa In the am
day's issue.

::'sh.:sts~~·!(11:~'t'-J=~~

FLAMENCO GUITAR LESSONS!

~~~mogn,.v.~~:I»":i

301iAe44

FOR SALE

~~~l~~~l~~ 3-~:r~!in fur~

12-STRING GUITAR, $85. &-string
electric, '100. 1-993-5851. 3032An42

14x70 THREE BEDROOM Concord 1977, 'reat condition, carpeted, skirtin" r:rch included.
$7995. CaD 684-34_4.
B3C142Ae45

'nle DaBy Egyptla. cun. lie
respoallble for ..ore '.aa oae
day" lacorrect 1.lerUoa. Ad.
vertlsers are respoalible for'

B2732Bb47

.......,

t:~w.~~~~3Ii4-=' c~
or trade
f:':~~~c:J'6~J.:,I::i5~

l,!!~~bIe_

~~::~n:,~~)~:s,;~ger·s.

715SUnivenity,457-5641'_~"An45

ELKVILLE. 12x65. $2500
10:00 p.m. 1-568-1160.

IDclude~ beat and water. Furnished. Available Octot.er 1st.

PA'S FOR RENT $30 and up Sound'
Core music and Studios. COmpiete
music store wilt unbelievable
prices on the Island in Cai'bondale,

CARBONDALE, AVAILABLE 1221H13. 8x48
with SCnJell.ed in

1975 Ponche91.

after 12:00 noon will
in following
day's publication. -

~~~e ~~~~~:'50~ =~

Mu.lcal. -

NEAR AIRPORT, 12x52, super
clean, 2 bedroom, furnished, DIce

1912 Dcmun 210 H'bock
1911 CMvrolet Ct.evette 4dr
1911 ChnroIetChevette2dr ,
1911 Monte Carlo 2dr
1911 0Ida Cutl. . 2dr
1910 Monte Carlo 2dr
1910 Datlun 2IDZX
1910 Dcmun 210 4c!r
, 1979 Mercury Co&!i'D" Nt
1979 Ford T·@!~ 2dr
1rmlukk Skylark 2dr

2·BEDROOM
FURNISHED
HOUSE, 2 blocks from SIU. 457.
6849.
B2691Bb16

HOME.
Sleep 6. good condition. Call 6843287.
28CM141

beate~ stora,e shed, partia~

Naw taking ""II and Spring controcb
for .tfIc:1enc1... 1 bedroom and 2 bed.
room opt. 3 blocks from Campus. Na
pets.

OI_WlIII._.......1II

11OS. UftIMftHy

457·""

.... '.~454

~t!~~~ 1:'~t'!:I

ros , Underp~anchor~. Close

.~~~~~~d nivers~~r:~la
VERY NICE 10X50, 2 b.!drooms,

~~~~t~~~~. a!~c~~~:,~l Aa:&eur;
::::;.aOO Univenity

~42tl:a

1 BEDROOM, NATURAL

'~A-

~tn:.rr;~Cm~~~C42in
TWO AND THREE bedroom
mobile homes.
and air
I' conditioned. Reasonable. Gusson
Court. 616 East Park.
282l!Bc42

Furn~hed

I

2 BEDROOMS.CIp.an, nicely
!!.!!"!'J:;t.ed. Close to canpus. Irals . B54.!';7
0272mediaanted ~cupan.cy. No pe2879
....9-0823
B~
" ..

. •

'-

-

Mobile Ho.."...

-. CARBONDALE
603 N. Billy
Bry:an, available immediately,

.

. N"rCEQUIET LOCATION~ •• ~ mn:

Central'
. Iocati
r:-e~~C:~~f~~' b~:\:"~i~~rg:n ::r~ 5pm.
='~rOom,
car s~e~~';19 J:r
2916Be54

:P'PSf~:ri:N:'~l02~~ ~t::r 1:0

Ill'Ospective emDloyers. Call The
WorllStars, 549-36$ (eveni~
.1 _be_s_U_._ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
I' PART-TIME (50 percent) Con- ~~:,c~r~:~:a:-d T~~V::Ki
IlOIItinUi.1g education PI:Oirams.

peted. 457-8924 or 549-2487.

_ _ _ _ _ _-:-_2865
_ _B_c43_'
WALK TO StU in this very niee 14

LEWIS PARK SPRING sublease.
Female needed for four bedroorr

ri\~t~i,thc~~'r,~rr~fi: sl~giO:l1

~~month, ~ U'ilit~~

.-r

or Female. IllS-month. Q!llet

!)!c3920tric·or~~1. nOYl'Bn294o= 1 ROOMMATES NEEDED, ~
"'''

=:.I!!eIf:::e~~~~

WI~~~~' northwe~

ONE BEDROOM • $100, Two
bedroom· $130. No ~~

~~ f~si.,:.net,

JOB HUNTING"! THE majority of
open PQ!'iOi')llS are never advertised. Let Word ProceS!:in~

18:n~~U~:~"t!:lIbe~~:!:;

ty1J:~i:;~~~ a:gr:aw; ~~

- - professional and community
organizations. Effective com-

~56 Duplexe.

:~e':::~~~::sa~daa:.!!~~

14X70 2-BDRM, ~BATH, central CARTERVILLE DUPLEX, 2
Oe.iroom, Carllet, A-C, quiet,
all electric, anchored and
:i.m':l~ed. No pets. '='h~
no
ai~

t~'m: ;,.~:

lite manner are essential. Salary

lea~& g:=~!ei~~i~':m1:Yr:n'!
and applications must be received

CARBONDALE,
2.BEDROOM
duplex, clean, energy efficient,
stoVe and refrigerator, all electric,
available immediately, $275 per
month. 529-1203 after 5pm.2983Bf43

EXTR,4, NICE 12x60, 2-bdrm,
furnisl:aI, private settiJ.!g. ~
f:!~:.uted, no ~i6Bc59

=-

&Ji~;~ R:o,!!~: &~i~O~
Continuing Education, SlUC,
Carbondale, Illinois 62901 not later
than October 28, 1983. SlUC is an

f.?tY:! ~~-::~;~itY·Affi~~_

ONE MILE FROM campus. Two

~~~tniC:n~2X6~e:;Obe:d~~::rr::: BEER. CAN WRAPPERS.
Reasonable rates. Call 1«J3-547S.
Mountalft Dew, Coke. Send $11:
OX 7g,
3018Bc46I SCaArSboEndatoleW. rappers, B2362B
CARBONDALE. NICE, CLEA!'.j 2.

POSITION
AVAILABLE:
MENTAL Health Counselor for
elderly. Duties: To provide consultahon, education assessment,

~dr:~:r c FUt~~S:~dStude~W~
we'jg,me.

il25~ailable now. 549-

furnished, centrai air, natural gas,
underpinned
anchored.Mall.
close
to
cam~ and 'university
$225.

D _
62901
B2675C46
_.,
_._ _ _ _ _ _
-=--:-::

to JCtl'HC, 604 East College,
COcatrobebonrd2all,el'983I1.linois, 62901 b{~
B3044c-4;.

~~~~~~;.::der~~;?tPorD:a~t I

529.
B2740Bc51
1981 ONE AND Two bedroom
nicely furnished, energy savinIcamJlllS. Sorry,

=-

..

~c:n:i~ti~::lyBl~:.~P'C:~bon~~:

Del Mar, CA 92625.
2822C51
FEMALE DANCERS AT Chaletin '
Mur~IlYSboro. $s.o0mfcer hl?ur.
tU-4l~ person. For orm~~i

NOW HIRING
Exclusively for
Night Shift.
8pm until.cam
WEEKi>AYS
ISa
9pm unti
m
weekends,
t ti
par· me.
Applications taken
Tuesday, October 18th
all day. Apply In

STUDENT PHOTOGRAPHER:
MUST
have
experierlce

Person.
TACO 81LL -

time. Dancers: $5.00 per hour.!
Strictly le~itimate.tYl!e en-

nO~B~

ker::.~'Y:tH~e:.~di!:)i:''fe!r::

King's Inn Motel. ~ E. Main, .
Carbondale. Or ca!l529-9336 for
appointment.
2827C51
OVERSEAS JOBS· SUMMER-

FREE BU,S
To SIU

AYUesatrrarli!laU,nti~.u~rFi:I~,m~
hi S'ghtsee'
F

• Laundromct
• CABLEVISION

fr!c~w~~~tr.ffi B~x 52-llr~Coror:

.1 or 2 baths

• 2 or 3 bedrooms

.$145·$360
Only 2 mil..
North of Campu••
Sinlli. Rol••
Avollobl.

Lt:~g!:Sh~tr.~M:nr~~~~1

Graduate

Assistant

3:~~I~53~~~atelY. 5~~~1

HWY51 NORTH
549-3000

ROYAL RENTALS

Williamson Counties. Requires
Bachelors Degree in related field
and demonstrated orientation to
11>:3 target popuJation. M!lSt !'ave
own transp!!rtation. and live m or
relocate to Franklin or Williamson

Apartments
Mobile Hom9S
Furnished &Air Condo
No Pets

~'tlr.·S~'~ut~~n=roi

QUALIFICATIONS
Junior miss (young cut. look)
Also glamarou, facial features
witl1 reasonably clear compplexion, neot hair.
-2. POStER CALENDAR. AD-

i~f:s~~i~~, ~ 8.ct~~rN~~40\~

Herrin IL 62948. An equal oj)portunil y employer.
B3OOIC41
NIGHT-TIME

Room.

BABYSITTER
for 4
3012011

~~~Ct gf:~~~n~~~:'~~~~

NEW SIGMA PHI Epsilon
Fraternity House- I! extra rooms
for inde~ndents. $145-month. Ask

~U~~e~W~~85~' P~\~~

BLIND STUDENT LOOKING for a
reader. Wiil pay! 549-~1. 3028C41

~~n$~lsbo_nfl~r':n~ ~.ff:

KING'S INN MOTEL 825 East

TECHNICAL MANAGEMENT _
ASSISTANT Professof-?rogram
Coordinator. The Divisl'ln of
Baccalaureate Studies, School of

NICELY FURNISHED SINGLE

~ur.:v~~g\~~a~JlI!t1H:;

doubles per week. Dally maId
service.... -C-A, all utilitres fur·
Dished. \;aIl549-4(113.
B2584Bd42

after 5:00.

~NGQUAUnCAnoN
~d figure. nice fcy1al

dt

B2808Bd51

ex~'ence

SHARE
TWO BEDROOM
ment in bouse
near campus.aPi!rtCall
529-2355 after 10 pm.
2623Be43

2144P;)~

457-4144.

RIDE' • THE STUDENT Transit"

~~r:~!ijl A~ ~~. ~~~!e~e:,~~:~~~b~~Ut'!S
~m~ngs, ~~~=~g:~t~J;~.~
~~~~57g~~~.~f=:
=~f ~rr~flS~~~i!";~!'~~;
for appointment or informa~
teed. Lacquer $250.

12:3Opm Thursdays tR'!;I Jlar
$49.75 roundtrip). TIckets m •. be
purchased up to thr'~" wee ... '. in
advanee. Ticltet sales o<lUet a: it5
South University AH:DI.i'! on
•• The Isl3nd", open Monda~ thru
Thursday 10:30am·12:3Oprr, .ind
~~~. Friday 10:3Oanl'~~~~~9

WORD PROCESSING IS a better
way! Forget the time and expense
of retYPlft,. Manuscripts, job

r:~~~e&u ~ewo::r~Ia~~~~

~::(ess\~::fing~di~~~

be:lt;,;
3024E44

ANNOUNCEMENTS, .'

f:t~r~l1~~~~~.ons, etc~~1

~!eTHCe~~~~laJ~~'tlW.
~~i~~k:t~c3ef~~I~~.cations
PRIONA T

3037E60

L1J

call .IITHRIOHT

Fr.. pregnancy , •• ,inll
& confid.nlial oui.tonc.

549·2794

Monday and Wednesdoy 90m·12Noon
Tuesdoy 12Noon·2:30pm
Thuf<da,12Noon.4pm

Meditation Group
Now Forming
Oct. 19, 7-8:30pm

STRESS

e DECHASE TENsIoN
eINaEASlI'E.FOIIMANCE IN

SCHOOL
elMl'lOVl CONCENTaATION
eAVOID UNNr.assAIY IUNESS
FOR HEll' • INFO.. CALL MLlNESS
aNTE•• 536-4441

At The Wesley F~I:~·~:J··;
For info: Contoct St!!'~~: :
at 529-045': _ __

B3013FS9

FOUND

•

ENTERTAINMENT

=:

BALLOON BOUQUETS $12.50 I:
$15.00. Crazy Cocter Clow.n Ser·
We Deliver. Adam's R~S:17

1-541-'2678

~J:1i:~P"~~'::Pro~~reai:

CLOTmNG
AL'l'ERATIONS
EXPEP.'l·
tailoring
ana
alterl'ltions. Best prices. 1182 East
Walllllt (behind Unive~ Mall),
~~-6pm, Monday-S. ~~13

~ i ve
roinistrat

Ybut0UWh~
Y· coMOmREesW
L !'..Cl}'mnepay ,ess'
~u
\aU
~

..
experIence

2757&53
TYPn;G - THE OFFICE.- 409 W.
Main StreeL 549-3512.
2914E56

SERVICES OFFER~D

r::~i~~ted.a~eplo~r;mcoll~.~

Roommate.

~sOn~¥;:~~t1f~~~~~·

Pho'carapft.r
orcail

bing
in two or
~oreea;f Uie ron~wing areas:
technical managemenl. fiscal
aspects of management, legal
aspects of management, latior
relations, grantmanship, and

TWO BLOCKS OFF campus WeIlkept furnished .ooms al 3i2 W.
eollege,E34-5917, 529-386fi 457-3321.
.-_.2974Bd57

CARBONDALE TO ST. LoUIS
VUS; Carbondale to Springfield.
.... $18.10; Carbondale to Chicago
Carbondale
tl1
$31.70;
Bloomingtonl.IL $25.0~; Carbondale to InaiaDapolis, IN $42.~

features
TIME &. LOCATION
S.I.U. STUDENT CENTER BALL·
ROOM C, From 9-12, 1-6pm
Wednesday, Oct. 19th
8111Waymaclc

I~'lrJ~~lo!':To~a ~i:~~~~~

~r::inl~ ~~er~alf~l~

TYPINi] - RUSH JOBS and
regular. Cassette tapes trans~ribecL. Termpapers, thesesdissertations, bOoIt manuscripts,

~~~0~1~:irue~J7~~'

Professional Photographer
needs several amateur models
Professional Fees Paid
1. (TYPE OF MODELlNO,
HCiOO end shoulders for nation·
al women's magazine covers

s~7~~ to ~ilar:.~a~{nno-3, :~~

~101S4

-

RIDERS'WANTEO

WANTED TO BUY. ClaSol rings,
old gold & silver broken jeweliy,
coins, scrap, ster~, old watches,

FEMALE
MODELS NEEDED-

~hC::I~~n:e~~!\am~el~~~~tJ.~

~W3~lt~~r~~~~1

WANTED

position

TRA!NER-PROGRAMMER FOR

EX· Mickey.

l

TYPING
CHEAP,
EX.
PERIENCED, ex~Uent work,
fast service. Pasers, research

~riN!:~ ~ i~c~0fr:~!t§!?

~~s ~~~~~~::~:,roas~ro~

276SE4S

INrERIOR

..lee fl'e1d desired or R. N. with

~3:lng :.:fa~fO:~~~~D~~~

B3033Bc44

6.

PAINTING

available.

r:dR~~L~~~o~~;,I~~~ob~~t~~

.

~:~~r?AnJ:g!i~~~ :..a:~~:
. 457-

:d':f:"l~:~i~j~!JsC~3 ~i~:

HANDY MAN CARBONDALE.
Part time-ca~try, plumbing,
and electriml. Able to respond [0
emergenc v calls. Reply to Box

3850.·

THE HANDYJoIAN - PAINTING, =~r1f!u~~~:;~ T:A!~~:
glazinfi' drywalling, electrical, : Hoofbe~ts. ~ 451.'4379. l' . ' \t9t1154
HAYRIDE PARTIES! SCENIC
QUa~ work. Reasonable rates. hayride and bonfire. Fun for all

I

It

In

go

~~:fc;\ in:r~fAf.e~~enc~. ; ~i~~~e~~~em~

. ~r:ci.st~~ ~::nc:

~. C. S. G. Carterville~

. highlL desirabl:.n'\uccessful
I

3 RESPONSmLE FEMALES for
house. 3 blocks to campus. 549~~~r 5 astfor Karen~~'!l3

:-~te::a~e~cha~'1~

coordinator and bave p'rlmary
responsibilily for curriculum,
stamng,and student advisement

~T;:ion ~r:m':'s~Wte9, 1!~i.

and experience.
VANI ~eB~r:!i~ ~'aU ~i: '~uali1l.catiOns
of.P.IY by ~~V&~e.lln~g~
~m milbile borne or ,apart·

·of Bar:ureate Studies, School of
Technical· Careers, .southern
- Dlinois University at Carbondale,
Carbondale, IL ~1. SlUC is .an
affirmative action-eq\talo.p-.
SHARE TWO ,BEDROOM mobile
portU'Di;ty employer
B3023C42
bome, petso.t.• Rent $7S-~
plus utilities.

w=~r~;:'we.
eaU
B2919Be54

!

TERM

PAPERS
THESES,
Dissertations, resPJDes, re~rt
projects. etc., (IBM electronic
eqmpement) can 541-6226. 2636E4:J
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Fielders edged twice-.by conference rivals
By Steve Roolos

Student Writer
What started out as a
promising weekend faded into a
nightmare for the SIU-C field
hockey team.
The Salukis ripped noncQnierence opponent Colorado
State 5-41 in the first game of a
10ubleheader on Friday, before
dropping successive games to
Gateway Collegiate Athletic
Conference rivals Southwest
Missouri State 2-1 and Western
Dlinois 1.0.
SIU-C played well against CSU and 16th-ranked Southwest
before suffering a total letdown
Saturday against Western,
which entered the game WIth a
IH record in the GCAC and an 07 overall mark:,
Western is plagued by a weak
offense and has been held
scoreless all season, until the
contest with SIU-C.
The loss shocked SIU-C Coach
Julee Illner, whose team outshot Western by a 34-0 margin
earlier in the season in a 1-0
home victory,
"I don't really think we were
overconfident, we just weren't
up for them," said Illner, whose
team slipped from second to
third place in the GCAC. "We
,were j~t flat. It was like
1 drinking a Coke with a fizz in it.
We didn't have a fizz in our

Coke.
"We had a team meeting
after the game. The players
W~t'e defmitely real upset over
losing that game and we had no
reason to play like that.
Western had everything to gain
and nothing to lose by knocking
us off."
Mter a scoreless first half,
forward
Beth
PenUcoff
registered the game-winnirJg
goal for Western with seven
minutes left in regulation. Each
team had 14 shots on goal.
Western's Laura Kull, who
'leads the GCAC with 148 saves
in eight games, posted five
saves. Sandy Wasfey, second in
the GCAC with 64 saves in 11
games, had six saves for the
Salukis.
If SIU-C had swept Southwest
and Western, it could have
"taulted into first place in the
four-team GCAC. With the two
conference losses the Salukis
trdil first-place Southwest, 4-0,
and second-place Indiana State,
2-2, with two conference games
remaining. Western remains in
the cellar of the GCAC at 1-4.
Against Southwest, the
Salukis jumped out to a 1-0 lead
when left wing Sharon Leidy
scored her team·leading 11th
goal of the season. Leidy's goal
was assisted by right inner
Terry Draffkorn at 16:32 of the
first half.

HARRIERS
from Page 16
(32:56, 14th place) and Tom
Breen (32:58, 15th place). They
provided the much-needed
support the harriers have
needed all season.
Other Saluki finishers were
David Behm (33:47, 33rd place),
Bill Gustafson (34:28, 49th
place) ;:md Mike Elliott (35:18,
58th fliace).
Cornell expected the Intcrcollegiates to be a two-team
battle between the Salukis and
the University of Illinois. The
mini were up and ready to
defeat, the Salukis after dropping.a close2:'l-30 .decision to the
harners earlier m the season.
However, they did not rise to the
occasion . Saturday., They
finished in a third-place tie with
Bradley University, scoring 84
points.
''This accomplishes our fnt
major goal of the year," said
Cornell. The other two goals the
harriers want to attain are to
win the Missouri Valley Conference Championship and
qualify for the NCAA Championships.
Other teams finishing fifth to
loth were Northwestern,
Eastern Illinois, DePaul,
Loyola, Western Illinois ana
Lewis University. The bottom
three fmisbers were host SIU-E.
Illinois-Chicago and Illinois
Institute of Technology.
After a two week break from
meets, the Salukis will try to
accomplish their second major
~oal of the season when they
travel to Peoria to participate in
the Missouri Valley Conference _
Championships.

Kris Kellams, Southwest's
left wing, responded with two
unassisted goals to give the
Bears the victory and imprOVe:
their record to 9-2-2 overall.
Kellams scored at 26:45 of the
fnt half and posted the gamewinning goal with 8:06 left in
regulation.
The Salukis outshot Southwest by a 14-5 margin in the fnt
half. but were outshot 18-3 in the
second half. Wasfey chalked up
16 saves for the Salukis.
Illner said the Salukis felt the
absence of right back Nancy
McAuley in the Southwest
game. McAuley suffered a bone
chip on her ankle and missed
the three-game trip.
DrafCkorn, who was hampered by a pinched nerve in her
back, sat out the Western game.
Draffkorn started against CSU
and Southwest but was relieved
in the second haH by Kathy
Crowley.
"[ felt if we were at full
strength it wf>uld have been a
tossup," said IlIner. "With
Southwest's attack it makes a
difference because I think Dore
(Weil, starting sweeper) missed
Nancy backed there." _
[n the fnt game, the Salukis
used two fnt-haH goals by
Draffkorn on penalty strokes
and ~ee second·hall goals by
left mner Patty Lauer, Leidy,
and Crowley to bury CSU.

·COYER YOUR FACEI
DIIg.tlng and Horrlbl. Mask••
Masquerade Mask•• leard••
Kits. Costv...... WI,••
Hak.up••tc•••tc.

,000YOU.
HALLOWf:'iN
AffAln •• ,

AT REASONABLE PRICESII
Two Convenient LocatlOM
Downtown anll Unl_nlty Mall

'1tlerna'i,nal1asltions
HAVE A MUSHROOM
MONDAY

MUSHROOMS
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516 S. Illinois· Carbondale
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Learn tbe "aslcs
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permanent
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'for' weeks.
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FOOTBALL from Page 16
committed the miscue and SIt).
C took advantage of the
situation.
Saluki
Ashley
Sledge
recovered Dave Cummings'
fumble at the Southwest 21-yard
line, Two plays earlier, Sledge
sacked Tam Leeker for an 11yard loss.
With 2:02 left in the third
quarter, Green ran 21 yards on
a first-down draw play to give
the Salukis lheir second touch·
down of the ~:ame. Miller's
extra point gave the Salukis a
14-6 lead.
The Salukis <!emented the
victory in the fourth quarter by
running nearly seven minutes
off the clock on a 55-yard field
goal drive. Starting at their 19yard line, the Salukis ran off 15

~~dsG~~~ ofc~~g:nZifO~ie~

wind.'
."
I. J1
The Salukis controlled Ih'
football for almost 13 minutes iI'
the final quarter, mainl'
because of the ground game,
attack. They also ran off mortplays than Southwest did, 75- 54
Last week, Dempsey said Ih;~
once the ground game Wit.
rOlling, the offensive piay tot ,"
would begin to increase. -n,.
running attack gained almo'-'
yards mllre against South,
than its game average
The Salukis also ran
almost eight plays mllre ;hai
their game average, whii
limiting Southwest to almo'-t L·
less plays than what it has! ·r·
giving
its
opponl" S

yards on seven runs. Johnson
completed three passes in the
drive, two of them to Shephard

fO~; ~~~~talled at the Southwest 26-yard line, and Miller
came in and gave the Salukis a
17-9 lead with his 43-yard field
goal, his fourth of the year, with
7:15 ieft in the game.

Staff Photo by Scott Shaw

What's all the ruck-ous?
SIU-C's Renee Flnttman starts to do a ruck in the
womeD'S rugby match Saturday agaiDst the

University of Missouri. The Women's Rugby Club
poUDded Minoa 26-4.

Harriers take fifth in state meet
8y David Wilhelm
Staff Writer

The SIU-C womp.n's cross
country team finished fifth
among 11 teams at Saturday's
Illinois Intercollegiates at SIU·
Edwardsville.
Northwestern
University and Illinois State
dominated the race, each
placing four of the top ten
runners across the finish line.
The No. 1 runner was NU's
Sonya Vinall with a time of
17:08.
NU finished with a low of 32
points, while the Redbirds
compiled 40. Illinois and
Western Illinois were also
ahead of the Salukis, compiling
88 and 98 point to SIU-C's 13l.
"I thought we did fairly well,"
said Saluki Coach Don DeNoon.
"I have no complaints about
how the athletes ran. There
were 68 finishers and our top
five were in the upper 50 percent."
Lisa Reimwld was the first
Saluki across the finish line.
Reimund ran the course in
18: 27. a personal best. She was

13th overall and is third on the
all-time list.
Other finishers were Bonnie
Helmick (24th, 19:07), Lori Ann
Bertram
(28th,
19:14),
Catherine Doelling (32nd,
19:23), Chris Hangren (34th,
19:30, Tina Dorow 09:56) and
Odette James (20:03>'
Helmick's
strong
pt.rformance pleased DeNoon.
"Bonnie is showing very good
improvement," he said. "That's
the name of the game - to
improve and be confident. She
went out hard and did the best
she could."
Improvement has been the
key word for the harriers all
season. All but one runner has
broken the 2O-minute barrier,
which DeNoon said represents a
"drastic improvement." Of the
seven girls who competed
Saturday, three had their
personal best times. That's the
type of improvement the squad
has experienced all season.
One disappointing runner
Saturday was Odette James.
James had run extremely well'
the previous week, but

struggled
at
the
Intercollegiates.
"She had a great week of
workouts," said DeNoon. "I
thought she was ready but she
just didn't run like she can.
She's competed well on the
home course but not on away
ones."
Western IllinOiS, which
usually bunches their runners
together and records good
times, had trouble with the
latter Saturday. Their first girl
finished eighth with an 18:07
time. While the next four
runners bunched together. their
times were not as good as in the
past.
"Western Illinois ran, bunchwise, as they have all season,"
DeNoon said. "Time-wise, they
didn't run fast. It makes you
think they haven't ran tough
courses."
The harriers' season resumes
Oct. 29 with the Gateway
Conference Championships at
SIU-C.
"I think we'll see more improvement in the Gateway
Championships," DeNoon said.

NETTERS from Page 16
Needing one victory for the
match from the doubles action,
Molinari and Eastman look
charge for SIU-C, blanking
Horning and Eid in straight
sets, giving the Salukis a 5-4
win.
The identical singles foursome came through for the
Saluki netters against Kansas
Saturday afternoon. Molinari,
Eastman, Kramer anrt Harney
garnered wins in singles before

I R!e~O:~~,PIY

'1

I

.

seW At:

II &- A Travel

winning way!' in doubles.
season-opening sweep of Illinois
MoEnari and Eastman State, Western Illinois and
dtsposed of Laura Runnels and Indiana State.
Janelle Bolen 6-2, 6-2, and
Auld will give her team a two
Kramer and Harney won in week break before reconvening
straight sets to give the Salukis practice. The netters resume
a 6-3 victory.
competition Feb. 10, kicking off
The three-match Saluki the spring season at SIUsweep was their first since their Edwardsville.
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549-73017

Dan Par_k
300 E. Main
Suite'4
Carbondale
457·3581

Oh, sure we could cuI
down on the size, use
artificial cheese. skimp on
the items and then sell ,I
Iwo for one But we Jusl
don't believe in doing
business Inal way.
For over 20 years, we've
been making the best
pizza we know how, and
we·ve been deliveri;'"!g it
free, in 30 minules or less.
Call us tonight.

This is

no cheap
pizza!
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N OW accept!ng
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~~MTRAK Boffice, 1hirdfl~rStudenA
~
.
(R~~~d Trip) I WCe~ter for more infor..
CarfJondare-Chicage , mation or call

r------------.. .1
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Miller, with his three extra
points in the game, has kicked
34 consecutive extra points this
season, a Saluki record. He is
four of seven on field goal attempts, including two misses
agamst Southwest, one of which
v. <is a 42-yard attempt that fell
short heading into a 15 mph
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Fast, Free Delivery"
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Ground attack leads gridders
By Jim Leu
S!.afr Writer

It would seem odd that Saluki
Co.lch Rey Dempsey thought
tbe way to beat Southwest
Missouri State was te run,
rather than pass, but it worked
in Saturday's 24-6 victory.
Before the contest, Southwest
was ranked No.1 in the NCAA 1AA against the run,- yielding
only 42.4 yards per game. The
Salukis. though, rushed for 202
yards and became the first
team to run for more than 140
yards against Southwest this
season. SIU-C brought a 142.7
yards per game rushing
average into the game.
With the win, the Salukis,
ranked No.2 In the NCAA I-AA,
raised their record to 7-0, giving
the squad its best start since

said. "W~ had c~nfidence in the
run. We Just believed we could
knock them out of there."
Fullback Corky Field had his
be~t.ground game of the y,:ar,
gamIng 84 yards on 18 carnes.
Terry Green, playing both
tailback and fullback, rushed

for the first time after they were
behind for most of second
quarter.
.
Southwest scored first with a
93-yard touchdown drive,
highlighted by a 67-yard run by
left halfback Keith Williams
Williams took the blind pitchout
from freshman quarterback
Geraht Warren, highstepped
around end, knocked over
cornerback Carl Marth at the
24 Saluki 25-yard line a.ld Nas
6 f!nally brought doP" by
linebacker Fabray Collins at
42 the 5-yard line.
23
Collins facemasked Williams
on the tackle and the ball was
39 moved hallway to the goal line.

Around theMVC
SIU-C

S.W.

Missouri

New Mexico
D"llke
Tulsa
Illinois

St.

Indiana
Wichita

St.
St.

St.

St.

26

24 dove off tackle for the final yard
2'
and the score with 13:42 left in

1960.

The Saluki ground game
averaged 3.6 yards per carry
against a Southwest defense
that entered the game yielding
just 1.3 yards per carry.
"Looking at their game films
made us think we would be able
to run against them," Dempsey

!~!~~ ~:t BJ:h!n~~~~r:~~

for 68 yards on 13 carries,
averaging 5.2 yards per run.
Tailback Derrick Taylor ran for
64 yards on 15 carries.
More importantly, though,
Taylor's 26-yard touchdown run
near the end of the first hall put
the Salukis on the scoreboard

the second quarter. The score
was 6-0 alter Preston Stringer
missed the extra point attempt,
which was to loom large as the
game progressed.
The Salukis played an errorfilled first hali, losing one
fumble and committing six
penalties for 38 yards. It appeared the Salukis wouJd go into

Orioles claim Series
PHILADELPHIA (AP) The Baltimore Orioles rode two
home runs by a suddenly
revitalized Eddie Murray and
one by Rick Dempsey into a new
era
Sunday,
beating
Philadelphia 5-0 and winning
their first World Series in 13
years.
The five-game victory,
capped by Scott McGregor's
five-hitter in the finale, completed first-year Manager Joe
Altobelli's ascension to the
throne vacated by Earl Weaver,
who retired last winter after
managing
the
American
League club for 141h seasons.
Altobelli was an old company
man in one of baseball's
supreme organizations, having

worked as a minor.-Ieague coach
and manager for years in the
Orioles'system.
In fact, they were all company men. Guys like Dempsey,
who had caught more games
than any other Oriole and who,
despite only hitting .231 during
the season. contributed a double
in addition to his home run,
giving him five extra-base hits
- a record for a five-game
Series.
And
guys
like
McGregor, who nailed down the
Orioles' third Series championship and fITSt since the
Weaver-led team of 1970.
Dempsey was a unanimous
pick for World Series Most
Valuable Player.
Altobelli had continued·

Weaver's platoon system, using
six outfielders reguJarly, and
they contributed enough to
offset the disadvantage of

halftime losing for only the
third time this season.
Taylor changed that, though,
with his 26-yard touchdown run
with just 59 seconds left in the
half, ending the three-play
drive. Ron Mille.' kicked the

.MVC standings
TWsa

2-0-0

SIU-C

1-0-0

4-3-0
7-0-0

lllin
. ois St.

2-1-1

3-2-1

Indiana St.

1-1-0

5-2-0

Wichita St.

1-1-0

1-6-0

0-5-1
W. Texas St. IH}-I
Drake
0-4-{)
_
______
_ _ _0-7-0
_
cruci~1

extra point to give the
Salukls the lead for the first
time at 7-6.
"That extra point took a little
bit of energ~ away from them,"
Dempsey said. "It showed them
that 'Hey, we've been doing all
this work and we're now down
at halftime.'

"That's how football is. It's a
game of ill,::hes, a game of
seconds. iou have to keep
playing from the beginning to
ending. You have to keep dOing
the job."
Quarterback Rick Johnson
helped set up Taylor's run with
two passes totalling 25 yards.
The first pass, coming from the
SIU-C 49-yard line, went to tight
end Carey Shephard for an Byard pickup. On the next play,
James Stevenson caught his
only reception of the game and
picked up 17 yards, setting up
Taylor's run.
Shephard had anoU.~r big
game, catching six passes for 53
yards. He has caught 18 passes
for 195 yards this season.
Johnson threw only 19 passes
and completed 11 for 109 yards.
After having four passes intercepted last week against
Drake, he threw no interceptions against Southwest.
In the second half, the Salukis
did not add to their point total
until the end of the third
quarter. This time, Southwest
See FOOTBALL, Page 15

Harriers nab fourth
consecutive state title

were the first three runn",rg
across the finish line in the
second consecutive 10,000·
The men's cross countrY team meter race.
They were AFtobelli's inThe Salukis' back men finally
terchangeable parts, never had three goals which it
begrudging the other man his . hoped to accomplish during the came through with a good
season. The first became a performance, much to the
chance.
reality Saturday at SIU- satisfaction of Coach Bill
Good company men, like Jim
Edwardsville. For the fourth Cornell.
Dwyer and John Lowenstein,
"Our back men finally came
year in a row, the Salukis won
each of whom had a Series
the Illinois Intercollegiates.
homer.
through and did the job," ~
The harriers didn't bother to Cornel! said. "It was a super
It was in 1979 that the Orioles
make it a close race. They team effoTt. I'm very happy
made their last Series apscored a low 35 points among 13 with the MD."
pearance, but they lost to
Behind Bunyan (31 :06),
teams. They soundly defeated
Pittsburgh in seven games after
seconJ-place North Central Wedderburn (31:26) and Keane
being up 3-l.
College, which tallied 79 points. (31 :40) were Brent McLain,
This time, they didn't let the
Salukis Chris Bunyan, Eddie
World Series ring escape.
Wedderburn and Mike Keane See HARRIERS, Page 14
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By David Wilhelm

Staff Writer

N etters sweep three
to close fall season
By Daryl Van Schouwen
Staff Writer

Staff Photo by Scott Shaw

'1'be SalukJa' Mary Pat Kramer ream_ far a allot Ia her singles matclt agalaa& Kaaaa3.
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A three-match sweep of
Kansas, Murray State and Ball
State at home over the weekend
capped an 11-5 fall season for
the women's tennis team.
sm-c tripped Murray State 54 Saturday morning, defeated
Kansas 6-3 Saturday afternoon
and pasted Ball State 9-0 Friday
in its final three fall matches.
"It was good to finish up like
we did with three wins," Coach
Judy AuJd said. "This was just
an indication of how well we can
play."
The Salukis were paced by
flawless performances from
No. 1 sin~es player Alessandra
Molinari and No. 2 Heidi
Eastman. They won aD three of
their singles matches and
teamed for three doubles victories as weD, winning every set
in the process.
Molinari logged an 11-7
season mark. Eastman's
productive weekend I'ushed her
record to 10-9. As SIU-C's top
doubies pair, M..1inari and
Eastman were 100d.
"Alessandra a!ld Heidi really
came through for us this
weekend," AuJd said. "I hope
they're encouraged DOW,
looking ahead to the spring.
"They probably put a lot of
pressure on themselves,
knowing they were expected to
do well at the top positiOll8.

They've proven to me that they
can handle No. 1 and 2."
Mary Pat Kramer and
Maureen Harney matched
Molinari and Eastman's output
in singles, each posting three
wins over the weekend.
Kramer, 14-5 at NO.3 singles
for the Salukis, turned back Ball
State's Debbie Sutor 3-6, 6-3, 60; Murray State's Liz Hendon 67,6-3,6-3 and Kansas' Christine
Parr 4-6, 6-4, 6-3. Kramer
dropped the first set in each
match, but came back to win.
Harney's three victories gave
her a team-leading 15-4 mark at
No.6. She beat Murray State's
Starr Jones and Kansas' Debbie
Coleman in straight sets and
Ball State's Michefe Chevront 46,6-0, 6-2.
Harney teamed with Kramer
in doubles for two wins in three
tries, raising their doubles
mark to 14-4, tops on the team.
Against Murray, singles
victories oy Molinari, Eastman,
Kramer and Harncy and the
Molinari-Eastman doubles win
were just enough to edge the
visitors 5-4.
Molinari defeated Murray
State's April Horning, of
Harrisburg, 6-3, 6-4 and East·
man toppled Jorunn Eid of
Norway by the same score.
Kramer beat Hendon and
Harney defea~ed Jones for the
fourth Salukis singles win.
See NET1'ERS, Page 15

